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ABSTRACT
The effeots of low doses of different radiation
ties have been investigated

quali~

using the micronuolei induo·

tion in Vioia faba bean roots as an indioator. The radia60 co-gamma

tion qualities used were:
neutrons (maximum
(mean energy

energy 600 MeV>,

2.35 MeV>,

rays,

low

negative

high energy

energy neutrons

pions in

the plateau

region and negative pions in the stopping region.
found

that

obtained

the best

by

using

E=C+«D+ßD 2 ,

while

fit
a

to

the

gamma rav

linear+quadratio

in the

oase of

It

data

~as

was

relationship,

the other

radiation

qualities a linear equation, E=C+«D, represented the best
fit, implying the non-existenoe of a threshold dose.
dose-rate,
gamma

fraotionation or oxygen

radiation in

where the
dominant.

the low

effect was found for

dose

linear dependence between
In oontrast,

region (below

20cGy)

effect and

dose is

in the high dose

effeots were present as normally expeoted.
experiments were

carried out using high

and pion radiation.

No reoovery

No

region these
Fractionation

energy neutrons

was observed after neu-

tron radiation while some recovery was found for the pion
radiation.

The

energies were
neutrons>

RBE values

in the high

found for

dose region 4.7±0.4

and 11.8±1.3 (2.35 MeV

dose region the RBE value
25.4±4,4 for the

the two

neutrons>.

(600 MeV
In the low

approaohed a oonstant value of

high energy neutrons and

the low energy neutrons.

neutron

63.7±12.0 for

DIE WIRKUNGEN KLEINER DOSEN VERSCHIEDENER STRAHLENQUALITÄTEN AUF
DIE WURZELMERISTEME DER BOHNE VICIA FABA.

Die Wirkungen kleiner Dosen verschiedener Strahlenqualitäten auf
die Böhne Vicia faba wurden mittels der Mikrokern-Bildung untersucht. Die verwendeten Strahlenarten waren: 60 co-Gamma-Strahlen,
hochenergetische Neutronen (maximale Energie 600 MeV), niederenergetische Neutronen (mittlere Energie 2.35 MeV), und negative Pionen
in dem Plateau und Bragg-Peak Bereich.
Die linear und quadratische Verbindung : E = C + aD + ßD 2 ergab
die beste Anpassung an die Gamma-Daten, während sich die anderen
Strahlenarten besser durch eine lineare Gleichung E = C + aD darstellen ließen. Diese Linearität impliziert, daß es keine Schwellendosis gibt.
In der niedrigen Dosisregion (unter 20cGy), in der eine lineare
Abhängigkeit zwischen Dosis und Wirkung dominiert, konnte kein
Dosisraten-, Fraktionierungs- und Sauerstoffeffekt festgestellt
werden. Im Gegensatz hierzu wurden in der hohen Dosisregion die
normalerweise erwarteten Effekte gefunden.
Fraktionierungsexperimente wurden auch mit hochenergetischen Neutronen und negativen Pionen ausgeführt. Nach der Neutronenbestrahlung ließ sich keinerlei Erholung feststellen, während im Falle der
Pionenbestrahlung etwas Erholung beobachtet wurde.
Die RBW-Werte für die zwei Neutronenenergien lagen im hohen Dosisbereich bei 4.7 2:_ 0.4 (600 MeV Neutronen) und 11.8 .:!:_ .1.3 (2.35 MeV Neutronen). Im niederen Dos i sberei eh erreichte der RBW-Wert einen konstanten Wert von 25.4! 4.4 ßUr die hochenergetischerr Neutronen und
im Falle der niederenergetischen Neutronen etnen Wert von 63.7 ~ 12,0 •
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I

~HAPTER

INTRODUCTION
The recent developments of
plants and nuolear weapons,
radiation in medicine,

like nuclear power

the increasing use of ionising

and also

the problems of possible health

have brought

effects produced by low doses of
interest.

teqhnology,

nucle~r

radiation into the center of publio

one of the main questions still discussed is as to whether

or not a so called threshold dose exists, i.e.the dose below which no
radiation damage is produced.

This

not be confused with the threshold

threshold dose should,

however,

dose observed in toxicology where

an organism oan survive up to a certain oritical dose but will die if
the dose is exceeded.

In the case

of ionising radiation it has been

shown that in the high dose region an increase in radiation dose will
also result

in an

increase in effect.

How far

this relationship

extends into the low dose region is still widely discussed.
The recently published BEIR III - report on the BiQlogipal Effeots
of Ionizing Radiation (1],
up to now on the effects of
answer

this question.

where most of the relevant data collected
radiation are reported,

The problems

of

was not able to

measuring small

radiation

effects stems from the faot that the sample size required to estimate
or to test a small absolute effect such as oancer induction after low
doses of radiation
survey made
health status

is extremely large.

in China were
of about

In 1980 data

published (2),

73,000

p~ople

Research~rs

living in

from a health
studi~d

regions where

the
the

radiation Ievel is

three times that found in

the neighboring areas.

There were 77,000 inhabitants in the oontrol regions.
in

~alignanoy

results

the high

background area

that there

~ean

aotuälly mean that
was therefore

Ho inorease in

was observed.

Could those

really exists a threshold dose,

the sample size has

not possible

or could it

still been too small

to asoertain

the effect

and it

statistically?

Even if a population size of two times 70,000 seems large the following

might clarify 'the problem.

test an exoess is approximatelY

The sample required

to estimate or

inversely proportional to the square

of the excess. for example, if the excess is linearly proportional to
dose and

if 1000 exposed

test the cancer

and 1000

control persons are

exoess adequately at 100 cGyt ,

required to

then about 100,000

people in each group are required at 10 cGy,

and about 10,000,000 in

eaoh group are required at 1 cGy [3).

de~onstrates

oult it is to find the proper

This

However, it is known that the dam-

age finallY observed after irradiation of

study the

the cellular Ievel.
effeot of

the

sa~e

ti~e

an organism has first been

It seems therefore

radiation direotly

thus, because of the large

diffi~

dose response curve for an organism if

only Ngrossn effects are studied.

produced on

how

on the

nu~bers auto~atically

reasonable to

cellular basis

and

involved, improve at

the statistical significanoe of the result.

In örder to

contribute to a better understanding of

the shape of

the dose-response curve at low dose levels, we have performed experiments with different kinds of ionizins radiation using the broad bean
Vicia faba as a biological test system.
As regards the general validity of the.results,
no disadvantag~ in using a plant svs~em
tem since both

are eucariotic systems

contained in a nucleus>
t

1 oGy

=1

rad

= 10-z

and their
J/kg

there seems tobe

as opposed to an animal sysCorganis~s

whose ohromatin is

chromosomes are similar in struc-

-3-

ture and in the basic biochemistry.
radiation·induces mutations
similar, if not identical,

The mechanisms by which ionizing

or chromosome aberrations in
to those in mammals.

large PoPulations of plants or plant

plants are

In addition,

very

cells oan be grown and analyzed

relatively easily,
The decision for seleoting this partioular

system is based on the

following requirements ;
i)

The system should represent an organism.

ii) It

should have

a suffioiently ·high

intrinsic sensitivity

to.

radiation, enabling measurements at low doses to be performed.
iii> More then one effect should be testable.
iv> The svstem 'hould be weil established and easy to handle.
It will be shown in the following seotions that Vicia faba has all
these properties.
The next two
the

~biologioal

chapters,
system~

~the

shape of the dose

effect

curve~

and

should actually be regarded as a continuation

of the introduction. There the physical and biological meaning of the
dose effeot

ou~ve

and the advantages of using Vicia faba will be dis-

oussed in more detail.

Chapter IV.

is dedicated to the material and

methods seotion and chapter V. to the dosimetry.
the

results found

for

the different

different test svstems used i$ discussed

radiation

The presentation of
qualities and

in chapter VI.

the

and will be

concluded with a discussion of the implioations of these findings.
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CHAPTER II
SHAPE OF THE DOSE EFFECT CURVE
The irradiation of

biologioal material results in

the produotion

of a certain amount of damage which depends on the dose administered.
This relationship between
the dose
the

~ffect

curve. Since the damage produoed

surviving oapacity

related to

radiation dose and effect

of the

system,

the survival ourve.

, prooedures to desoribe

~ill

the dose

two

is

e~uivalent

(a) Effeot ourve :

of events, eg. chromosome aberrations per cell.
Fraotion of surviving

normally reduoe
effeot ourve

Therefore there are

radiation damage:

is described by

Number

(b) Survival curve :
In

oells (see also Table 1).

figure (1)

an

example of a survival curve is shown.

0 .0 I 1,--L...)......J-!,-.L.L...)......J;-'--.L....L-:!;-''--.J...J

0

2

4

6

Dose (Gy)

Figure

1: Example of a survival ourve after neutron and X-ray
irradiation (redrawn from [4))

Many theories have been developed in
quantitative

description of the shape

the olassioal investigations
[7),

Timofeeff-Ressovsky und

order to give a qualitative and
of the survival eurve.

of Dessauer [5),
Zimmer ]8)

the

Blau

et al.[6),

uTarget Theoryu.

From
Lea
wa~

-5-

developed.

This theory uses the fact

the biological material in discrete
tically independent
objection against
account for
known to

and follow

that radiation is delivered to
energy paokets which are statisw

a Poisson

the target theory is

repair processes within

in fl uence its

response.

theory which has been recently

distribution.

that it does

not adequately

the biological target
Repair is

developed,

the basis

that are
of another

namely the repair- misre-

pair model by Tobias et al.(9].
@

®

©
qua<,iratic

linear

linear + quodratic

"'
0

c

(I)

-o

o)
0

o)
0
c
(I)

'ö

'ö

E

53

"'C

-o

'ö

E

E

I(D)=C+a 1 D.
Dose, D ( cGy)

Figure Z:

Dose, D (cGy)

Dose, D(cGy)

Three possible shapes of a survival curve

A dose effect relationship commonly used today is the linear-quadratic dose dependence

of radiation induced effeots.

In figure <2>

three examples of the possible, shapes resul ting from such a model are
given.

figure (2a) represents a curve where both the linear and the

quadratic term play an important role. Figure C2b) is an example of a
purely linear relationship between incidenoe and dose,

while in fig-

ure (2c) only the quadratic term contributes to the inoidence.
type of relationship
used

by leenhouts

was suggested by lea
and

Chadwick [10]

in 1946 [7] and

to

describe their

This

was also
molecular

theory, but mainly since the development of the theory of dual radia·
tion action has it gained a physical
theory is quite

fundam~ntal

basis.

As the concept of this

for comparing different types of ionizing

radiations, it will be outlined briefly.
The theory of dual radiation action

published in 1972 by Kellerer

and Rossi [11) is based on miorodosimetric

prtnciples~

What is nor-

Tabh 1:
Relationship

Different effect- and

survival

~adiation~induced

Effect
E = <r.D
E = BD 2
E = «D+B0 2

Linear
Quadratic
Mixed

Mally measured

as dose

D is

survival~curves.

= exp-(«'D>2
= exp-(ß'D > 2
= exp-(«'D+ß'D )

N/No
N/Ho
N/No

the integral

dose over

a macroscopic

volume. But radiation does not deposit its energy in a uniform way at
tHe

microscopic Ievel.

microdosimetric quantity,
dose b,

the

cell nucleus),

considered

is defined as energy

The variations of z
a composite

and size öf the

If a

Like the absorbed
divided by mass,
region (eg.

reference volume and on

fluctuations

The importanoe of

a

the

are described by the probability

very small volume or a densely

then the

to consider

Poisson distribution which depends

volumes and large doses of sparsely
value to D.

z.

of this quotient in a localized

distribution f<z.D>,

quality.

therefore necessary

the specific energy

specific energy

but denotes values

on the shape

It is

are

the radiation

ionizing particle is

greatest,

while

for

large

ionizing radiations z is near in

this quantity becomes apparent if one

determines the values of z in eell nuolei that have reoeived

about 1

year of background radiation. This produces an absorbed dose of about
1 mGy of mostly low-LET 1 radiation. In about two-thirds of the nuclei

z=O, that is, no ionizations have oocured; in the remainder, z varies
over several orders
mGy.

of magnitude,

with an average value

If the same dose. D, was delivered by fission neutrons, z would

differ from zero in only 0.2% of the cell nuclei;
affected nuolei it would average
dose.
1

of about 3

Likewise,

however,

in these

o.S Gy, i.e., 500 times the average

a 1 MeV eleotron

passing through the nucleus of a

LET stands for Linear Energy Transfer
<Bethe Bloch for~u1a>.

and is also known

as dE/dx

-7-

oell produoes only

a few dozen ionizations in the

nuoleus.

For the

muoh slower heavy partioles, such as protons or u-particles, the ionisation density

is higher.

Thus,

a

MeV proton

produces several

thousand ionisations when it traverses a oell nuoleus. Therefore, one
single heavy particle traversing the

cell nuoleus has a oonsiderable

probability of killing a oell or causing mutations. In oontrast, several thousand of the electrons liberated by
erse a

cell before it is

I 12 I .

Figure 3 shows an example

ties found

inside,

For the 500

It is

proliferative oapacity

of the different ionization densi- ·
and kinetic energies.

figure represents a oell nucleus

evident

therefore a
that the

The back-

with a mitochondrium

KeV proton it was not possible

ionizations in one line;
(13).

likelY to lose its

for several partiales

ground of the

X- or ,_ rays must trav-

to indicate all

widening of the track was made

heterogenity

of energy

deposition

depends greatly on radiation type.
In oells which

have been affected by

can be produoed (eg.DNA strand break>,
to the microdose within the sensitive
that the

loss of

radiation,

the number being proportional
site.

proliferative capaoity of

It is commonly assumed
cells,

transformation whioh may Iead to carcinogenesis,
mosomal

aberrations.

These

elementary lesions

aberrations are

and

also their

are linked to ohrocaused

by

pairs

of

lesions, eg. by two neighboring chromosome breaks, whioh might be, if
they were

produoed close

enough to

eaoh other

in space

inoorreotly joined together during of the.repair process.
tion of a possible meohanism for
will be ghen in ohapter III.

and time,
A descrip-

the produotion of chromosome damage

section 2 ..3.

In the oase of sparsely

ionizing or low-LET radiation each of the interacting sublesions will
usually be produced by independent
the number of
of the

ionizing partioles.

biologioal lesions will be proportional

radiation dose.In

the oase of

In this case
to the square

high-LET radiation

where the

-8-

Fiqure

~:

The ionization densities of different particles.

~9-

lesion oan

be

prod~oed

by only one

partiole the

biological effect

will be directly proportional to dose. Therefore the yield of elementary lesions
E

E

can be expressed by the folJowing equation:

= k(~D

The variable,

~~

relationship and
quality.

+

DZ)

determines the linear oomponent of the dose effect
is therefore

a large

neglected.

Parameter of

radiation

It has such small values for X- rays that at high doses the

linear term oan be disoounted,
suoh

an important

value that

while in

the quadratio

the case of neutrons it has
term

in D 9an usually

be

-10-

CHAPtER III
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM
Root

merist~ms

have

been

radiobiological research
general applicability
radiation biology,

extensively

because of their

of the

results to

Already as far back

used in

ease of handling
broad general

of radiation
meristems.
ments were

phology and the

Read [20).

pa~ers

the neutron in 1932 experi-

cell kinetits of Vicia

bited were rather similar.

faba.

tonc~uded

In

on the mor·

A review of

up to 1b59 on bean roots
the results obtained

in effeet

Mottram (18).

[19) published a series of papers

In comparing

also root

to study the difference

those found in mammalian systems, he

all the

was published by

for broad

beans and

that the effetts exhi-

Also. during the past 10 years Vitia faba

has been used by the Radiobiology Group
the test

Sax [171 utilized

and neutrons by Gray,Read and

written

faba that

reduced rate when oxygen is

Soon after the discovery of

1951 Gray and Scholes

of interphase in

"classicalu work on the repair

induced thromosome damage

between gamma rays

important

In his now

made using Vicia faba

problems in

disoovered with Vitia

thromosome aberrations are produted at a
absent during radiation.

and the

Howard and Pelc [15]

first elucidated the cell cycle componentsCG1,S,G2)
Thoday and Read 116]

and

as in 1913 Mottram [14] used

this plant to study the effects of B-radiation.

Vicia faba.

cytological

systems to study radiation

long term and thorough investigation,

at CERN [21,22.23] as one of

effeots.
the

As a result

of this

bean root is a relatively

~11-

weil understood system,
advantages and

However,

dis~dv~ntages

as with other systems,

there are

for its use astest material,

Advantages:
The material is easily availaQle throughout the year.
pensive and

easY to grow

and handle.

sterile conditions or any expensive
The rQot meristem

The method does

ma~erial

not require

or equipment.

contains a high proportion of

which is of advantage when

(~10%),

It is inex-

cells in mitosis

chromosome aberrations are to be

analyzed.
The chromosome
large,

number is

which makes

accurate.

comparing the

chromosomes very

aberrations easy and

the Vicia faba chromosomes may be

DHA content

cell with those of

and ohromosome

Chinese hamster or human

other materials commonly used for
somal aberrations.

and the

the analysis of chromosome

An idea of the size of

obtained by
Vicia faba

low (2n=12)

number of
cells,

a
two

studying the production of chromo-

A root tip cell of

Vicia contains about 46 pg of

DNA which is distributed among 12 ohromosomes, a Chinese hamster cell
8.3 pg of DHA distributed among 22 chromosomes,

and a human cell 7.3

pg of DNA distributed among 46 chromosomes [24].
FinallY, in centrast with in-vitro systems such as cultured animal
and plant cells,

root-tip cells have

a very low spontaneous aberra-

tion frequenoy and a stable chromosome number.
Disa~vantages:

The

cell wall

constitutes an

obstao'e to

cytologioal studies on plant root tips.
middle lamella

of

~he

cell

wall has

both biochemioal

and

The pectio substance in the
to be dissolved

by hydrolysis

with acids or enzymes before squash preparations oan be made and good
separation of the oells can
lt is also

~e

obtained.

nearly impossible to obtain more than

synchrony of the cell division .

a verY moderate

-12-

Finally,

I should mention still

another disadvantage which in an

other way could be looked upon as an advantage. Although the root tip
contains a variety of cell types

having different mitotic cycles and

perhaps different sensitivities to treatment, the symbiotic effect of
these cells should give a more

realistic picture of what is actually

happening in an organism after irradiation.
1. Morphology of the bean Vicia faba
A photo of

the bean is shown

lateral roots
main root.

in figure (4).

have been removed leaving

The

shoot and the

only the cotyledon

and the

The roots are normally irradiated in this cohdition.

figure (5) the interior of the main root tip is shown.

In

The first 1/3

mm consists of the root cap,

which contains relatively inert cells.

The meristem itself where the

cells are actively dividing,

the next 3 mm of the root.

Inside the

meristematic region,

contains about 2.6*10 5 cells [19,20), is a small part,
center,
[25].

containing about

occupies
which

the quiescent

500 cells which rarely divide,

if at all

This is followed by the elongating zone. Here the cells do not

divide anymore

but differentiate and

cells causes the

elongate.

increase in length of

This

the root.

elongation of

The rest

of the

root tip consists of mature cells which are fully elongated.
It was shown by Gray and Schales
also section 2.2)
tion only
Thereafter,

follows an

in the first

[19] that the mitotic index (See

approximate Gaussian spatial distribu-

1.5 mm

of the meristematic

the number of actively

closer the

cells are

within the

region of 1.5

dividing cells drops rapidly the

to the elongating
mm the

region (fig.6).

zone.

They

observed that

intermitotio cycle time

Cthe time

between cell division) has an average value of about 19 hours,
the division itself takes place ih about 2.6 hours.
cycle times between

19 and .30 hours

while

In general cell

h·ave been found for

Vicia· faba

-13-

Figure

The bean Vicia faba:

~:

non irradiated and irradiated.

elongoting zone

::: :::_-_-_ . ::.-_~,
\

l moture root
__________
-- - --- --- --,......,
..........,
I

meristem

figure
[15, 19,26].

~:

The interior of the main root tip.

Wehave assumed a cycle time of 24 hours, which seems to

agree with the experimental data very weil.
Only the meristematic
investigation,

because it

region of the root is of
is here that oells

interest for this

are aotively dividing

-14-

20.------------------------------.

2.5

2.9

Distance from tip in mm

Fiqure

&:

The mitotio index distribution as a funotion of distance
f~om the root tip.

and where radiation

produces the

darnage which reduces the surviving

capacity of .the bean root. GraY and Scholes [ 19) were able to demonstrate this with a simple experiment.
whole bean,

while with an

In one case they irradiated the

other group

upper part and irradiated only the

shielded the

with a third group they

meristem~

irradiated only the upper part and
the whole bean or the meristem

of beans they

shielded the meristem.

Only when

itself was irradiated was a reduction

in growth observed.
2. Tests performed with the Vicia faba system
The first test,

the 10 day growth,

was used only as a monitor of

the overall response of the complete organism.
together with
ones of

the analysis

main interest.

of the mitotic

With those

index were

the effect of dose

fractionation and oxygen on the bean root
investigated.

The micronucleus test
actually the
rate,

dose

in the low dose region was

~15-

Z.l

Ten~da~

Fo~

the determination of th, 10 day

is measured
I

gro~th

growth

daily after

irradiation.

growth the length of the root
In

this way

both the

daily

inorement and the total growth increment 10 days after irradi-

ation can be

determined.

ponding

of the non irradiated control group results in the

val~e

centage 10 day growth.

Dividing the 10 day growth

Plotting these

by the corres-

values over dose results in a

curve (fig.7) whioh is rather similar to a survival curve.
is not very

suprising because the reduotion in growth

duced through
established in

cell killing.

Many 10 day

the last 10 years

for a large number of

This fact

has been pro-

growth curves

in the radiobiology group

radiation qualities,

dose modifying factors [22, 23).

per~

have been
at CERH

dose-rates and different

The results found,

have shown the

good reproducibility of the svstem, as well as its comparability with
animal and human results.
o GAMMA
• 600 MeV NEUTRONS 0.25 g/cm

2

Dose (Gy)

Figura 1: The percentage 10-day growth relative to the control group
as a function of dose: after gamma irradiation and after neutron
irradiation(23).
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l-l Mjtotic index
The mitotic

index gives

the fraction of

phase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase).
the cell

cycle that the chromosomes

cells in

mitosis (pro-

It is only in this period of

are visible,

while

during the

remaining 90% of the cycle the chromatin in the nucleus has a diffuse
appearance.

The mitotic index is not only

of interest as a test by

'

itself

but it

induction.

is

In fact

produced.

in

combination with

cells have first to go through

formed an~,

micronucleus is
index should

also important

therefore,

be reflected in a

mitosis before a

any change in

change in the number

This fact will be discussed

micronuclei

the mitotic

of micronuclei

more thoroughly in the result

section.

l . .J Micronuclei
A striking

abnormality that

actively proliferating
nucleus in a cell.

tissues is

observed after

the appearance

These additional

micronuclei because
main nualeus,

can be

nuclei,

they are relatively

radiation in

of more

than one

which have been termed

small in comparison

arise from acentria fragments

to the

which can be induaed by

radiation or by a chemical agent. In figure (8) a simplified description is given of
tion.

how an aaentric fragment can be

The moment

radiation has broken two

ahromatids four possible reaations can
repair has taken place.
was made at all.

In aase B>

In aase C)

produced by radia-

adjacent chromosomes or

oaaur.

In aase A)

aomplete

no attempt to repair the damage

the broken ends exahange symmetriaally

and in aase 0) asymmetriaally.
Figure 9 shows

what will happen

misrepair attempts
taken·plaae Csee
phase).

In aase

during mitosis after

have taken place.
also figure
B)

2

(10)

for

1ragments are

In

aase A)

those repair-

real

an example of a

repair has
normal ana-

unattaahed during

anaphase
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_____
radiation .,._ __

---+----

I0
Fiqure

~:

because the

A

8

RE PAIR

NO~ REPAIR

ftlli!IU

c

D

SYMMI;TRIC
EXCHANGE

ASYMMETRIC
EXCHANGE

A shematic description for the production of chromosome
aberrations after irradiation.
oentromere which normally

pulls the chromosomes

to the

opposite poles is missing (acentric).
An example of an anaphase with fragments is given in figure (11>.
The aberration in case C) is only visible with special staining techniques.

Finally in case D> the ohromosome aberration produced by the

misrepair has resulted in a dicentric (2 centromeres) and an aoentric
fragment.

The chromosome with the two centromeres might be pulled to

opposite poles during anaphase and form

a so called anaphase bridge.

In figure (12) an example for such a bridge is given.
There
bridge,

are two

possibilities concerning

the fate

of this

anaphase

One isthat the bridgewill finally rupture (fig.13) and the
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I0

B

A

Fiqure j:

~1111111111/ß

c

)

D

The fate of the chromosome aberrations shown in figure 8
during mitosis.

Fiqure lQ:

An example for a normal anaphase.

Fiqure 11:

Fiqure

Jl:

Anaphase with fragments.

An example for an anaphase bridge.
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other that one chromosome end will pull the other one to the opposite
site (fig.14).

Fiqure

~:

An anaphase bridge which is going to rupture in the
middle.

Fiqure Jj:

A chromosome is pulled to the opposite site.

Fiqure 1]:

A cell containing a micronucleus.

Those acentric fragments
following mitosis and
(fig.15),

then form micronuclei in

can be observed in one or

Micronuclei which

are produced as a

the interphase

both daughter cells
result of radiation

damage can therefore only be seen in cells which have undergone division since the irradiation.

The

capability of acentric fragments to

form mioronuclei indioates that they can still perform at least those
condensation functions

related to

mitosis and

chromosomal despiralization and nuclear

also the

subsequent

envelopment processes neces-

sary for the formation of a nuoleus. This can be easily seen from the

-20-

faot that beoause Vioia faba
tion,

oells have been

represents an asynchronaus oell popula-

irradiated in all stages of the

Cells whioh were damaged

in 61 have been able to

and 62-phase before they finally
chromosome fragments are

oell oyole

pass through the S

reached mitosis.

This implies that

at least able to survive

one complete cell

cycle and have at least some funotional ability.

Because mioronuclei

are formed from chromosome aberrations and chromosome aberrations can
be produced

by radiation or chemical

correlation between
dosage.

agents,

there must also

micronuclei induction and radiation

Since chromosome

aberrations are

or chemical

relatively difficult

score, it can be advantageaus to monitor micronuclei instead.
this effect has been

quite frequently used in the past

difference in effect of different radiation qualities,
of oxygen [27).

Recently the micronucleus test in

proposed independently
more rapid,

by Schmid [28,29) and

be a

to

Indeed

to study the
or the effect

general has been

Heddle [30) as

easy and reliable way to soore for mutagens,

a much

other than

the traditional method of scoring chromosome aberrations.
3. Conditions modifying radiation response

].1 Dose fractionation
If a dose

of low LET radiation

is not delivered all

at once but

divided into two equal fractions with enough time between the irradiations for recovery to take place, less darnage and therefore a higher
survival rate is found. Elkind [31] has shown that this effect can be
ascribed to the independent action of each radiation dose.
lowing figure
example for

(16)
this.

repeated after 18
previous 0.1

which is redrawn
If a

dose of

from this reference is

5 Gy (relative

hours the survival is

resulting in a final

fact is commonly referred to as

The fol-

survival=0.1>

again about 0.1 of

su~vival

a good

of close to

is

the the

0.01.

This

repeating the shoulder of the survi-
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val curve.
seems to

Because

the capaoity of recovery

be related

to the

size of

from radiation darnage

the shoulder

of the

survival

curve, the smaller the shoulder the less recovery should be expected.
In the case of linearity no difference between effects from fraotionated doses and single doses should be found.
amount

of recovery

in

the

case of

high

This laok or onlY small
LET

radiation has

been

recently reported by several groups (32,33,34,35,36,37).
Dose,Gy

1.0 ~,.,.......;:'---r---r-4---r--T-6~--;8;-.-.-.:.;10'---.--T-12~--114

6

8

0.1
c
0

~

----- c
0

0.01

c

M
.t=

:::J

·~

01

:~

01

Vl

-~
:::J

0.001

Vl

0.002
0.0001.....,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,

fiqure JQ:
~.1

An example of the fraotionation effect

The dose rate effect

In the

case of

low LET

radiation a

effect is observed if the same radiation
or at a low dose rate (7,20).
rate is

equal to an

tion of

the shoulder

the dose at a low dose-

scheme with the

This results

thus modelling

in

dose is delivered at a high

Administering

ultra fractionation

fractions approaching infinity.

considerable differenoe

number of

in a continous repeti-

a flattening

of the

survival

curve <see fig.17>.
~.~

The oxygen effeot

It is a known faot that if the amount of free oxygen normally present in a

biological system is

r~duced

drastically and irradiations

are carried out, then less effect will 'be observed. This faot is com-
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0.001
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Fiqure 11:

An example of the dose-rate effect.

monly referred to as the oxygen effect.
effect is not yet fully understood.

The mechanism of this oxygen

What is generally agreed upon is

that oxygen aots at the Ievel of free radioals CR) produced by radiation.

This reactiort

changes the

results in

chemical composition

changes initiate a

ch~in

of biological damage.

R0 2 ,

an

of the

of events

organio peroxide

material.

These

which

chemical

resulting in the final expression

If no oxygen is present

this reaction cannot

take place ahd the ionized molecules oan recover the ability to function normally.

It is therefore said,

that the oxygen fixes lesions

produoed by radiation (38].
However,

there is also only a small oxygen effect observed in the

case of high LET radiation.

If in

oxygen enhancement ratio COER)
lies between 1 and 2 for high
This OER value is

the case of low LET radiation the

is found to be between 2

and 4,

it

LET radiation [39,40,41,42,43,44,45].

the ratio of the doses rteeded

to produce the same

effect if oxygen is absent or present in the irradiated material.
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CHAPTER IV
MATERlALS AND METHODS

1.

system

Cultur~

The method of oulture of the broad

bean is in general the same as

has been desoribed by E.J.Hall in 1961 [441.

About 3 times the num-

ber of beans finally needed for the experiment were soaked in culture
tanks oontaining fresh,
rate through the

aerated,

filtered

tankswas about 2

tap water.The water flow

Iiters per minute and

temperature was thermostatioally oontrolled to stay
After 3 days,

the water

at 19.0 ± 0.1

when the root tip started to break through

the skin, the beans were planted in moist, sterilised vermioulite,
medium used to raise seedlings.
vent the

The

were taken out of

the plumule were removed.

After a growing period

the vermioulite and the

Beans that were damaged eg.

double meristem or attaoked by fungi or
eliminat~d.

A minimum

a

oontainers were covered to pre-

vermiculite from drying out.

days the beans

°c

of 3

testa and

exhibiting a

were shorter than 30 mm were

length of 30mm was necessary for

the root to

reach the water in the growing tank.
A number was
the length of

written with ink on
the root from the

measured and reoorded.

the cotyledon of each

~otyledon

down to the

bean and

root tip was

Then the beans were transferred to the grow-

ing tank where they were plaoed on a perforated PVC support, allowing
the roots to be in contact with the water while the cotyledons stayed

-24-

Fiqure

~:

The culture tank and the temperature control unit.

dry in air (fig.19).

Fiqure

12:

Beans growing in culture tank.

Three days later each bean was remeasured, its new length recorded
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and the

length increment

according to their

calculated.

length and growth.

The

beans were

Only beans with

now selected
a

~ength

and

growth rate within one standard deviation of the mean value were used
for

the experiment.The

groups and

following

put into special

day the

beans

were sorted

irradiation containers.

The

into

number of

beans in a group varied between 25 and 40 depending on the experimental test chosen,

eg.

10 day growth or micronuclei induction .

The

irradiation containers were connected to a system comprising a refrigerated water bath,
pump,

and was

a thermostatically

controlled heater and an air

commonly referred to as the

HcoolerH (fig.20).

The

water temperature was kept constant at 19.0 ± 0.1 °C by adjusting the
refrigerator and the heater.

Figure 20:

The cooler.

2. Irradiation Containers
Three types of radiation containers were employed. The reetangular
container was

used for

gamma and

where the beam was extracted

high energy

horizontally.

neutron irradiation,

The round radiation oon-

tainer was used for the pion irradiation where the be$m was extraoted

-26-

vertically.The

cylindrical

shaped

container

was

used

for

the

experiment with zszcf - neutrons.
In the box

shaped container,

two different positions

the bean holder could

(fig.21).

are kept very close to the nwindowu
dowu stands

for a circular

tip,

ments,

while

(22).

Because

The nwin-

the thickness of

the con-

The final absorber thickness in front of

including the water

about 3 ± 1 mm.

position the beans

of the PVC container.

region where

tainer is reduced to 1 mm.
the root

In the front

be placed in

surrounding the beans,

is then

This position is normally chosen for neutron experifor the

gamma radiation the

of the difference in

middle position

beam size,

depending

is used
on what

radiation is used, a circular ink mark is made on the net which holds
the beans in place,
ing in

corresponding to the size of the beam and defin-

this way the maximum

permissible area of the

meristem loca-

tion.

Fiqure
The container

11:

Box-shaped irradiation container.

used for

the pion

experiment is

shown in

figure

(23).

All the roots have
tems are

to be positioned in such a

confined within the

circular region

way that their merisin the middle

of the

~27-

midd le po~ition
(gamma lrrad.)
front position
( ne~tron irrad.)

"window

Fiqu.re ll:

Side view of the box shaped irradiation container.

Fiqure 23:
container,

11

The container used for the pion irradiations.

where the beam is

passing through.

The third container

(fig,24) was used for the low energy neutron experiment.
structed in

such a way

that the source

It was con-

could be positioned

in the

middle of the cylindrical shaped container.

The beans were held in

place alongside

the help

the inner

plastic wall with

which the radiation area was marked.

of a

net on

-28-

Fiqure

11: The container used for the low energy neutron irradiation
C252 Cf-neutrons>.

3. Hypoxie irradiations
For the irradiation under hypoxic conditions the beans were transferred to their irradiation containers which were then closed with an
air tight lid and connected to the cooler. There was a continous flow
of nitrogen

into the water of

the cooler system and

through the water in the irradiation tank.
between the cotyledon of

therefore also

Furthermore,

the beans and the lid of

the air gap

the container was

flushed with nitrogen. No irradiation was carried out before the oxygen level, which was measured with an oxygen indicator from the Orbisphere company,

was weil below 100

the cooling tank (23].

ll91~'

Cmostly araund 20 ll91-'>in

The de-gassing was also maintained during the

irradiations and the oxygen level was continously observed,
4. Preparation of the biologioal material
For the initial experiments carried out,
immediately after irradiation,
three beans were

three beans were "fixed"

referred to as time

fixed in time intervals

T0 •

of 2 hours up

Thereafter
to 14 hours

-H-

after irradiation and

then again at 24,30,36,42,48,60

and 72 hours.

In later experiments between 5 and 7 beans were fixed only at 24,30,
36,42 and

48 hours after irradiation.

given in the result section.
breaking about

3 cm off

In

The reason for this

this content Hfixingu a bean means

the root tip and

immersing it in

consisting of acetic acid

and ethyl alcohol in the ratio

The tubes

beans are marked

containing the

will be

with the

a liquid
of 1 to 3.

information of

radiation quality, dose, dose rate, fixation time (time after irradiation)

and the real time.

The beans are left in this fixative for 3

hours after which they are transferred
the beans are

transferred again,

to 70% ethyl aloohol.

this time

Later

to preservative mixture

which consists of:
i)

ii)

70% alcohol
ace~ic

acid (concentrated)

iii) 50% glycerol (1/2 glycerol+1/2 absolute alcohol)
in a ratio of 2:1:1.

The beans

remain stable for several months in

this solution.
The

staining

has

been carried

described by John R.K.Savage (46)
nent mount

of the preparation

method (47].

out,

following

the

using Feulgen reagent;

<slide)

was

These slides containing the

procedure
the perma-

made using the

dry ice

cells of the first 1,5 mm

of the root tip are now ready to be analyzed with the microscope.
5. Mathematical analysis of the experimental data
For each

fixation point 3-5 slides

contains the meristematic

are available and

cells of one bean.

1000

each slide

cells are scored

per slide to determine the amount of cells with micronuclei, the num·
ber of micronuclei and the mitotic index.
divided into 10 subgroups
mean value

~

contai~ing

Those 1000 cells have been

100 cells.

From these data the

and the varianoe s 2 have been calculated,

where

~~

the

-30--

mean value, is given by
1

r

11 =

j~

1

Xj

1

l:lnd s 2 , the variance, h caloulated fromt
1

r

(x; . . 11>2

j=1

sz

= ------1-1

where 1

= number

of

subgroup~

per bean, which is here ten (10* 100

oells were oounted per slide).
From the

3-5 slides per

fixktion point

the sample mean

at this

particular time interval can be oalculated and the resulting varianoe
is then determined by the weighted varianoe [48].
ianoe is

oaloulated from

the varianoe of

This weighted var-

the distribution

of eaoh

slide found from:

n-k
with
n
s,,
point;

sz,

k

=

r

n;

i=1

••••

111, nz,

Sk

... ,

are the

varianoes of the beans

per fixation

nk stal'lds for the samp 1e s h!e and k is equa1 to

the number of beans per fixation point.
raking as example only 3 slides this will reduoe in our case to:

30 - 3

from whioh fotlows:

3

As will be explained in the result
damage produced by

section a good estimate of the

radiation is achieved by using the

mean value of
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the number

of micronuclei and the

number of cells

with micronuclei

found between 24 and 48 hours after irradiation. The final mean value
for micronuclei induction
mined,
lated py

and the

and for the mitotic index

was then deter-

final variance for eaoh irradiation

dose was calcu-

using the

error propagation

metho~

standard error of the mean can be calculated :
s:t
SE

= J--r
1

[49].

From

this the
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CHAPTER V
DOSIMETRY

The absorbed dose D, is defined as the quotient of dE by dm, where
de is the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to the matter in
a volume element and dm is the mass of the matter in that volume element.

The unit of the absorbed dose was until recently the rad, now

i t is the Gray.

= 100 rad
1cGy = 1 rad
1Gy = 1 J/kg
1Gy

This

dose can

be measured

Bragg-Gray principle.

with

ionization chambers

by using

the

lf a beam of

photons traverses a medium into

which a cavity has been introduced,

the ionization produced in this

cavity can then

be related to the

energy absorbed in the

medium by

the Bragg-Gray formula.
ECm>
Here E(m)

= SCg,m)

*!Hg) * J(g)

is the dose in the

medium measured in Gray.

J(g)

measured ionization per gram of air in the cavity - that is,
pairs pergram of air and W(g)
produce an ion
found by

pair.

is

power ratio.

This

~alue

is

by S(g,m>,

the

~-ray

medium is then

effective stopping

needed because different

ionized to different degrees by the same energy
As a result, a

the ion

the average energy in J needed to

The corresponding dose in the

multiplying this value

is the

~-rays

materials are
striking them.

of a gtven energy produces a different number of
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electrons in the gas

than it would when traversing an

equal mass of

tissue. S(g,m) expresses the ratio between these numbers (50].
The energy loss of a particle

of kinetic energy ECkin)

along its

trajectory is given by the ßethe-Bloch formula:
dE

=

4ne2(ze)2

2mv2
nz

[ 1n - - -

mv 2

dx

1n ( 1,. B2 ) - ß 2 J

I

where: m=electron mass; v=velocity of the particle;

ze=charge of the

particle; n=the number of atoms per cm 3 ; Z=atomio number; I=the ionization potential of the material; ß=v/c.
This energy loss
of the particle.
ing medium,

depends mainly on the charge

Because this energy is transferred to the surround-

dE/dx is also referred

Energy Transfer (LET>.

to in radiobiology as the Linear

Partioles such as a

protons lose a large amount of energY
traverse

a

and kinetic energy

medium.

cles.Electrons or

Therefore

~-rays

d-partioles or slow

o~

per unit path length when they

they are

called

high

LET

parti-

which lose only relatively little energy are

called low LET particles.
1. Interactions of
The

gamma rays

ß-decay from

~-rays

from

with tissue and their dosimetry
the

~°Co-gamma

the de-excitation

source

of the newly

are produced

formed 6°Hi

after

nuclei at

energies of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV (fig.2S>.
The absorption of 60-Co gamma rays in tissue is almost entirely by
Compton recoil,

producing electrons of all

about 1. 3 MeV.

However,

between 0 and 100 keV.

most of

energies from zero up to

the electrons will have an energy

After several Compton interactions the energy

of the gammawill be so low that its residual energy will be given to
a photo electron.
All

gamma

irradiations

6°Co-gamma source,

have· been carried

out

with

a

10

Ci

looated .in the irradiation room at the CERN oali-
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2.505

Y;

1.332

0
soN.
28

I

Y1 : 1.173 MeV Y (I 00%)

Y2 :1.332 MeV Y (100%)
Figure 25:
bration facility.

the decay scheme of

6 0co-gamma.

The source is operated by a remote control system.

In the extracted position the souroe is

surrounded by a 16 cm diame-

ter Iead collimater into whioh a beamshaper oan be introduced. In all
the

e~periments

reported

here

the so ealled wide

beam shaper which

could produce a beam of 48cm width at a distance of 1m was used.

The

doserate measuremehts were carried out with a 0.1 cm 3 EGG ionization
chamber<216-56l.The EGG chamber was inserted in a
las tube

and fastened on a

was made around

In this way an
did not vary

on the net of the bean

from the Baldwin

absorbed dose after oorrecting for
t i ons [51 I .

A dose rate

~f

of the beans,

irradiation region was
more than ± 4%.

This

holder and great care

all the bean meristems were within

roentgen obtained

at 4

A vertioal soan of the dose

the irradiation position

the dose rate

region .was then marked
was taken that

Pos.~,

the center.

determined where

tight plexig-

scanner.The measurements were made

different water depths in the bean tray.
rate distribution in

~ater

this region.

Farmer chamber was

The

converted to

temperature and pressure fluotua-

about ' 500 oGy/h was obtained

when the

distanoe between collimator and irradiation oontainer was 20 mm. At a
distance of 130 mm the dose rate was about 150 oGy/h.
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2. Internotions of neutrons with tissue and their dosimetry
Neutrons entering a biological medium
types of strong interaction,;
inelastio scattering,

(3)

namely:

release energy by different
(1)

nonelastic

elastic scattering,

reactions,

(4)

(2)

capture pro-

oesses, (5> spallation reactions.

C1> elastio scattering
When a

neutron is

soattered elastioally by

transferred to the nucleus.
tissue :

Of the

oxygen, oarbon, hydrogen,

energy is

an atom,

four most important elements in
and nitrogen,

the elastic cross

sections are all generally decreasing with increasing neutron energy.
<2> inelastic scattering
lnelastic

scattering

C12 Cn,n'o/)C 1 2

)

to

generally with a

of this

nuclear de-exoitation
tron energy of

here

(n,n')

reactions

(eg.

in which the neutron interacts with a nucleus but is

promptlv re-emitted,
Most reaotions

refers

1

type are
ray.

changed energy and direotion.

aocompanied by

Inelastio

about 2.5 MeV and

the emission

of a

scattering begins at a neu-

beoomes important at an

energy of

about 10 MeV.
(3) nonelastio reaotions
In nonelastic reactions
than a single

the struck nuoleus emits

neutron (eg.

ot&(n,«)C 1 3 or

partiales other

N 1 ~(n,t>c'z

)

All oross

sections for nonelastic prooesses become significant at neutron energies greater than 5 MeV and
increases to

about 15

inorease generally as the neutron energy

MeV.

Although

accompanied by de-exoitation 7-rays,

most of
the

these reactions

proton and «-particle pro-

ducing reactions are more important in view of this work,
the high LET

of these particles

of their energtes near the

are

beoause of

and because of the total absorption

reactio~

site. At neutron energies greater

than 20 MeV, nonelastic cross sections contribute an increasing fraction of the total dose because of the inoreased average energy of the
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particles produced by the interaotion.
(4) capture processes
Capture processes are

not very important in the

energies studied in this work.
buting

to

the

,N 1 ~Cn,p)&C 1 ~

dose

in

r~actions,

The

soft

only reactions which are contri-

tissue

and then,

range of neutron

are

only in the thermal or near ther-

mal energy region.
(5) spallation reactions
Spallation is a

process where a nucleus

several particles and nuclear fragments .
MeV upwards this reaction starts to be
elements.

is fragmented,

ejecting

From an energy of about 20

significant for the C,N and 0

The cross section curve rises slowly with increasihg neu-

tron energy to about 400 MeV

and then becomes nearly constant.

of the energy released is by heavily ionizing fragments,

Most

so that the

locally deposited energy is rather high.
At energies above 290 Mev pion production starts.

1.1 SC-neutron beam dosimetry
The neutron beam is
cm thick

produced by 600 MeV protons incident

beryllium target at

secondary neutrons

the CERN Synchro-Cyclotron

are then extracted

in the forward

on a 10

(SC).

lhe

direction and

pass down a 6 m long collimator, through the cyclotron shielding wall
Cfig.26).
are bent

The incident protons and
out of

the neutron

beam by

the secohdarv charged partieles
two sweeping

magnets Iotated

before and after the collimator. The distance between production target and irradiation position is 12.5 m and the diameter of the collimator is

10 cm.

The

expected to be rather
tial 600 MeV proton
the incident energy

energy spectra

of the secondarY

neutrons is

broad with a maximum energy equal

to the ini-

energy and a· peak maximum at
[52,53]~

Because

~nly

about 50 MeV below

the charged particles are
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removed from the neutron beam, there will"be a contamination of gamma
rays in
pions

the beam,

which

produced in

come primarily

from the decay

the proton-target interaction.

have a broad energy spectrum with

These

of neutral
gamma rays

maximum emission of around 100 MeV

[54].

~
p=·~··*··~:~~~1Cy_c_lot-ro~n~sh~ie-ld~:-.·----~--~~~----

Figure 26:
The

useful beam

The experimental area of the SC.

diameter at

the irradiation

point,

where

the

intensity varied by less than 5%, was 14 cm. The flux density of neutrons below

20 MeV

pure beam

in the

was estimated

tVcm 2 /sec from the activation of indium

to be

1.1x10 5

foil inside a 15 cm diameter

polythene moderator covered with oadmium [55). In comparison the beam
intensity of the higher energy neutrons was 10 6 n/om 2 /seo as measured
from the aotivation of carbon-11 in a plastic scintillator. The reaction

12 C(n,2n>''c

tion stays

has a threshold at about

reasonably constant at

The contribution of gamma rays to
an unfiltered X-ray film.
gamma rays

high energy gammas and it is

up to high

energies [56].

the dose was estimated by exposing

This film,

from the 60co -gamma

i s very small.

22mb

20 MeV and the oross sec-

which has been calibrated with

source,

assu~ed

is even more

sensitive to

that the effect of the neutrons

The actual contribution will

therefore be slightly
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overestimated and the upper Iimit of the gamma ray contribution at an
absorber depth of 1g/cm2 was therefore

determined to be about 10% of

the total dose [57].
The dose rate was measured with a parallel-plate tissue equivalent
ioni~ation

chamber, as well as with a 0.1 cm 3 tissue equivalent cham-

ber in a water absorber and with a

cm3 spherical chamber in a tis-

sue- equivalent plastic absorber. It

builds up rapidly with penetra-

tion

in ah

absorber

due to

the

particles Cfig.27).
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Figure 27:

The dose rate build up as a function of water depth.

Tissue equivalent chambers are normally

used becäuse the dose deter-

mination is simplified if the surrounding
sition as the

40

30

10

0

chamber.

medium has the same compo-

The tissue equivalent

material developed by

Shonka consists of 10.1% H, 3.S% N, 86.4% c and traces of oxygen. The
tissue equivalent gas with which the ionization chamber is fil·led has
32.4% C02, 3.2% N2.

the following compositioh:

64.4%

tissue equivalent material

has an exoess of

contains more oxygen.
were carried out

CH~,

carbon,

However,

whereas tissue

lhe dose estimations at a given absorber depth

with a

ti~sue eq~i~alent

ionization chamber filled

with tissue equivalent gas, which had been previously calibrated with
&oco-gamma rays.

The dose rate is obtained from the ionization cur-

rent produced in the ohamber by the relation:
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wh~re

S is the sensitivity of

~he

chamber determined from calibration

with a known 6°Co-gamma source,
picoamperes,

is the output current measured in

p is the absolute gas pressure in kg/cm2 at 20°C and f 1

is a correotion

factor to allow for the

slight tissue inequivalence

of the ohamber when compared to soft tissue,

overestimating the dose

by about 5% [58].

f2 is a oorrection factor which takes into account

the efficiency of

the chamber and includes

recombination Iosses and

Variation of the energy required to form an ion pair.

The biological

experiments were all carried out at a water depth of 0.25 g/cm 2 • Here
the contribution to

the dose from nuclear

interactions is dominant.

The dose rate variation in this region is shown in figure <28>.
30

o porollel plote TE chomber
• loo !hin wolled TE ohomber

+O.lcc TE chomber in water obsorber
"'
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001
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g /cm 2

Fiqure 28:
An estimation of

The dose-rate build up in the first 0.25 g/cm 2 •
the contribution of backscattering to

made by reversing the thin
so that

the dose was

walled parallel-plate ionization chamber,

its window was facing

down the beam and

adding backscatter

material. The contribution of the backscattering to the dose measured
at a water depth of 3 g/em2 was aboul 81.
The energy speetra
counter

of the secondary protons was

telesoope [59].

different mater;als, eg.

From these

results the

measured using a
absorbed dose

in

water, carbon and lucite was determined and
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eompared with

the total dose

measured using an

ionization chamber.

The results showed that the largest contribution to the absorbed dose
secondary protons

comes from

which is in

close agreement

with the

calculations made by Alsmiller et al.[60J.

z.z

252 Cf-neutron

The

252 Cf-neutron

dosimetry
source emits

Its half life is 2.65 years.

neutrons by

spontaneous fission.

The effective neutron output on the day

of irradiationwas 1.62x10° n/sec. It is the spontaneaus fission that
results in the mixed

neutron-~-ray

fission neutrons is 2.35 MeV (see

emission.
fig.29~,

The mean energy of the

ahd most of the gamma rays

are produced with energies up to about 1 MeV (see fig.30) [61].
3
Neutron spectrum
for

2

0

figure 29:
figure 31
were

252

Cf sou rce

4

6

Energy

MeV

10

8

The fission neutron energy spectra.

indicates the

positions where

dose rate

measurements

source was

measured at

In addition,

at position

carried out.

dependence on

the radial

distance from the

distances of 60,70 and 80 mm respectively.

A1, the dose rate as a function of height in the tank was determined.
furthermore,

a

compa~ison

was

made between the

filled and a tissue equivalent gas

filled chamber,

reading of
showing an

an air
11.6~

higher value in the case of the TE-gas filled ionization chamber. All
measurements made with the air filled chamber were corrected for this
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Gamma spectra of

~
·;;;

c:

252

Cf source

10

~

c

(\)

>
·.;=
0

Qi

0::

0
Energy MeV

f'igure 30:

figure ]1:

difference.

The positions were the dose measurements were carried
out.

The gamma

Mueller counter.
1.0 cGy/h

The gamma ray energy spectra.

The

contamination was

determined with

measurements gave a total dose rate

in the position of

the bean irradiation.

The

indium activation measurement

was carried out

of 7.0 ±

gamma dose

rate was 2.9 cGy/h and the neutrondoserate was 4.1 cGy/h,

tion an

a Geiger-

In addi-

to determine

the neutron flux. The mean value determined from several measurements
was : f'

= 4.5x10 5

n/cm-Z/sec-t .

f'rom this the neutrondoserate can

be determined by using the neutron

kerma value of 3.0*10-9 cGy/n/cmz

[ 62].

D = 4.86 (cGy/h)
This value is

rather

compa~able

with the

doserate of 4.1

cGy/h as

-~-

determined by the ionization chamber measurements.
3. Interactions of pions with tissue and their dosimetrv.
Pions are produoed in nuoleon nucleon interactions when the energy
in the

exceeds

lab~system

energy E(kin)

290 MeV.

Charged pions

with a

kinetic

are slowed down when passing through matter by ioniza·

tion losses.

The slowing

down region is

also talled

the plateau

region. In this region the main interaction with matter is via ionzation even if some nuclear reaotions are also taking plaoe.
If the negative

pion has no kinetio

energy left it is

soon oap·

tured into a high circular Bohr orbit from which it starts to cascade
down to the

K-shell.

Theseorbits have much smaller

radii than the

electron orbits because of the larger mass of the pion (280 times the
electron mass>.
these orbits

The u-mesio

are also

X-rays assooiated

of oorresponding

with transition

larger energies

(5 MeV

in
or

more) . Eventually the negative pion is oaptured by the nucleus. If a
nstar" event ooours,
the nuoleus.
oess

makes

one or more charged partiales are expelled from

The large amount of energy released by the capture proit

also

possible

that

«-particles, deuterons and protons.

the
In the

nuoleus
~ases

ocours only neutral particles are expelled (eg.
oarry off all
Bragg-peak.

the energy).

up

into

where no star event
one or more neutrons

This stopping region is

In addition to the seoondary

breaks

also called the

partioles there will be a

relatively large oontamination of muons in the pion beam, beoause the
lifetime of

a negative

pion is

only 2.6*10- 8

therefore quite frequently deoay in flight into

seoonds and

a muon-

t

it will

and a neu-

trino (54]:

wThe

experiment

~

~-

+

v

+34

involving

Mev
pions

has been

(Schweizerisches Institut fuer Nuklearforsohung)

oarried

out

at

SIN

with the biomedioal
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Cu-E-3)

beam.

protons with

The

pions are produced in the collision

a beryllium target.

This

of 590 MeV

pion beam is then

bent down

vertically into the biomedical irradiation cave. Along the 10.7m long
beam line are several quadrupole lenses, bending magnets and collimators.

These elements can be adjusted to optimize the intensity,

intensity distribution,
the beam size.

the momentum,

The mean momentum of

momentum distrtbution
the slit situated
lens (fig.32).

itself could be

the

the momentum distribution and
the beam was 172

MeV/c.

varied by opening

or closing

between the two bending magnets inside
For this experiment the width

The

the QSK 72.

of the slit was 65 mm

which gave a momentum spread of 13.9 MeV/c FWHM (full Width Half Maximum) [63).

The foousing of the beam was made with the last lenspair

providing a circular beam.

The intensity

6cm at 1m above the floor,

ensuring a uniform dose distribution over

a diameter of

about 2om.

distribution had a FWHM of

The beam was monitored

transmission ionization chamber mounted on the
The beam

shape was

beamline with

determined in

X-ray films.

air at

with a thin-walled

end of the beam pipe.

five positions

The profile

was measured

along the

with a

1om 3

spherical tissue equivalent chamber.
All the dose rate measurements were carried out at the irradiation
point.

The dose rate was measured with a parallel plate chamber with

a collector electrode of 25 mm diameter and a single gap of 2 mm. The
volume of the chamber

is small enough to be located

at well defined

positions.

The material surrounding the sensitive volume was made of

the tissue

equivalent material already

cient thickness that
the plastic could

described and was

the ionization due to

of suffi-

secondaries generated in

be conaidered t6 be in equilibrium

in the chamber

[64,65]). As has been calaulated by. Dutrannois et al.[66J. 95X of the
charged parttele energy coming from pion

oapture in oxygen or oarbon

is absorbed within a depth of 3 g/cm 2 of water.
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The n: E 3 biomedical beam

QTB 71

Biomedical cave

Figure 32:
There will be

The beamline of medical beam.

an over-estimation of the

dose by about 8%

due to

the difference in pion interaction products from the oxygen of tissue
(67] and carbon.

which has been shown already to be the major const-

ituent of the chamber.

The over

all uncertainty in the dose estima-

tion will be about SX [68].

0 2 4 6 8 10
cm

Outlet
air

Figure 33:
Above the

Experimental set up for negative pion irradiation.
ionization chamber

which could be

a water

tank was

filled and emptied via a remote

located Cfig.33)

control system.

In

this way the dose rate as a function of water depth could be measured
(fig.34).

As can be seen from this figure the range of the pions is
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Figure

The negative pion dose-rate as a funotion of water depth.

~:

about 20 om in water. Because of the relatively large momentum spread
used the Bragg peak is rather broad.
The stopping

rate of

the pions in

the irradiation

position had

been determined by B.Hordell et al.[64J using a counter telescope
A very thorough

investigation of the energy

partielas emitted after

the absorption of stopped

different chemical elements has been carried
Huclear

Research

spectra of secondary

Center
Their

in

negative pions in

out by a group from the

Kerlsruhe

results showed that

at
by

SIN

[69,70,

far most

of the

secondary particles produced were neutrons with energies betweeen 0.5
and 100 MeV.

They were followed by

range which were lower by a factor

protons of about the same energy
of 5.

Alpha particles with ener-

gies below 20 Mev were also signifioantly produced.
The dose deposited
phantom has

then been calculated using

results showed
dose was even

by secondary partielas in

that the

contribution of

a tissue equivalent

a Monte Carlo

secondary neutrons

slightly higher than the contribution

dary charged particles.

program.

The

to the

from all secon-
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CHAPTER Vt

RESULTS

The acentric fragments

prodUc~d

nuclei and will be visible after
tion.

Because

the oells

therefore distributed

first mitosis following irradia-

th~

in a root

meristem are

over all cell

containing mioronuclei will
The first

the radiation will form mioro-

by

cycle phases,

appear about 4 hours

micronuclei are the

asynchronaus and
the

after irradiation.

result of chromatid

duced at the end of the 62 -phase.
ing the first cell cycle should

first cells

aberrations pro-

The last micronuclei produced durappear about 24 hours after irradia·

tioh Cequal to the duration of the cell cycle) provided that the cell
oycle duration is
formed from

not prolonged by the irradiation.

chromosome aberrations produced

soco-gamn"!CC
80 cGy (-15Ö

at the

These are then
beainin~

of the

tG~/h)

.!:

·a;

-g

6

.~E 4

t t f t t

....0

8

16

.I

I

24

32

I

40

f

I

I

48

56

t
I

64

I

I

72

80

Time ofter irradiation (h)

rigure _ll:

The mictonuclei distribution as a function of time after
irradiation (80 cGy; 150 cGy/h),
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example

of

irradiation is given in
steady

inorease in

the

appearance

figure (35}.

the number

As

of

micronuclei

can be

of micronuclei

after

seen there

is a

appearing with

time

after irradiation. They reach a maximum at about 24 hours and stay on
a plateau
again.

for about another 24

then their

number decreases

This decrease is mainly due to the fact that cells containing

mioronuclei are
has been

no

able to

long~r

produced.

dilution effect

Another

survive after such

reason for this

produced from cells coming

irradiation mitosis.
will

hours,

decrease oould
in from the

be the

second post

However, since half of the newly produced cells

differentiate and

unlikely that the

severe damage

become

elongated

cells,

it

seems

dilution effect is contributing very

rather

much to this

deorease.
To establish a
representative of

dose response curve which
the damage

induced~

either a single fixation point or
hours after irradiation,

as has

In the first caae the large

it

would quantitatively be
was decided

not to

use

the cumulative incidence from 0-24
been donein Iiterature (77,27,78).

fluatuations in the appearanoe of micro-

nuclei observed at high doses would be a source of error (79,80).

In

the second aase, this test might not be sensitive enough at low doses
because at fixation times soon after irradiation the number of micronuclei produaed is relatively small.
The faot that the cell ayale time of Viaia faba is about 24 hours and
micronuolei are visible for at least one cell ovale, produaes between

24 and

48 hours a

therefore decided to

relative stable

number of micronuclei.

use the mean value of micronuclei

of this time

period as a quantitative ea~imate o( the damage produoed.
pointa,

eaoh representtng at least· 3 ttmes 1000 aells,

at 24,30,36,42 and

48 hours after irradiation.

mean value is oaloulated and plotted over dose.

From

It was

Hormally 5
are measured

these values a
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lt is possible that when a cell
one but several
analyzed both

has been heavily

micronuclei are produced.
according to the

dama~ed

Therefore

total number of

not only

each slide was

mioronuclei visible

and also to the total number of cells with micronuclei Cone or more).
1. Singledose exposures

1.1 SC-neutron results

600 MeV neulrons

24
22
20

18
16

~10

8

6

4
2

10

20

30
Dose (cGy)

Figure 1fi:

The mean number of micronuclei between 24 and 48 hours
plotted over neutron dose <uncorreoted data).

The neutron results were obtained
tal periods.

during two different experimen-

Ouring the first experiment

1,5, 15,40 and 80 cGy.

the beans were exposed to

The results indicated that it would be possi-

ble to useen even lower dose effeots. A second experiment was done in
1980 when,
40 cGy,

in addition to a split dose irradiation,

0.5 cGy

and 0.2 cGy

single dose exposure

wer~

administered.

will be presented.first.

single doses of

The
In

data from the

figure (36)

the
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mean

number of

micronuclei

found between

24

'nd

48 hours

irradiation per 100 cells scored is plotted over dose.

after

U one tries

to fit the data points to a straight line one realizes that the curve
starts to
increase

The reason for

bend over above 15 cGy.
is the

drastic reduction

in

the mitotio

this

sub~linear

figure at

high

doses. Because oells have first to go through mitosis before a micronucleus oan be formed,

a decrease in

the mitotic index will then be

reflected by a reduction of the number of micronuclei.

6
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The mitotic index distribution as function o:f time after
gamma and neutron ir~adiatton.

-ooIn figure
given.

(37)

an example of

Shortly after

the mitotic index

irradiation at T=O,

the

distribution is

mitotic index drops

rapidly reaching a minimum between 4 and 6 hours, followed by a maximum

between 12

hours.

and 14

hours and

then stabilizing

lhis oscillation is ascribed to the Gz blockage

the irradiation,
certain time

which inhibits cells

the cells have entered the second cell
tuation is minimal.

Depending on the

hours after

the ratio

irradiation to

of the

After 24 hours most of

be much lower than the corThe percentage mitotic index

mitotic index

the equivalent one

plotted as a funotion of dose in figure (38).
that there

is a strong

range (about
reduction.

40~).

One

decrease in mitotic

There

äre two

is that cells are

drop of

dose and the radiation quality

responding value of the control group.
fro~

for a

cycle and the left over fluc-.

this stabilized mitotic index can

determined

causes the initial

rise.

24

produced by

from entering mitosis

period and which therefore

the mitotic figure and the subsequent

used,

after about

between 24
from the

and 48

control is

It can easily be seen
index in the

high dose

possible explanations
killed before reaching

for this
the first

mitosis and the other is that there is a drastic prolongation in cell
cycle time.

However,

especially in
time seems

interphase death is not

plant systems [811_

and

very often observed,

a lengthening in

In order to

therefote more likely.

tell cycle

see a drop

in the

mitotic index rate from a cell cycle prolongation a part of the cyole
will have'to be unproportionally

prolonge~.

If one compares the micronuclei
of 15 cGy (fig.39>.

where only a minor reduotion in mitotic index is

observed, with the one of 80 oGy
number of

(fi~.40) ~ne

micronuolei after 48 hours

Furthermore,
high doses

distribution after a neutron dose

with the high

the mitotic index distribution
seems to be

disturbed.

observes no drop in the
dose radiation.

for the neutron data at

When oomparing

the distribution
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SC - neutrons
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The

percent~ge

mitotic index as a funetion of neutron
dose.
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fiqure 39:

Micronuclei distribution after a neutron dose of 15 cGy.

normally observed for
cGy neutrons

(fig.41)

gamma radiation (fig.37)
one realizes that

with the

one for 80

the maximum is

shifted by

about 6 hours.

Similar delays in cell cycle progression, especially

after

radiation,

high LET

[82,83,84,85,86).

In our

impl ies that at high
for the

have

by several

case this lengthening of

oont~ining

micronuclei.

for micronuclei by dividing

mitotic ;ndex takes this problem into

aocount,

authors

cell cycle time

doses more time is needed (more

accumulation of cells

the experimental data

been reported

than 24 hours)
Normalhing

by the percentage

and a eurve which is
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72
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The mitotic index distribution after a neutron dose of 80
cGy.

weil fitted by a linear equation is then obtained( see fig.42).
now on the experimental data will be presented in the
the figures will

contaih the ncorreoted datan.

f i tted to the 1i near equat i on
gram available
divided by

cGy.

.

!:,
.E

~0

in the CERN

the degrees

E

=c +

«D ,

Program Library.

of ·freedom

for this

tnble~

The

From

whereas

data have been

using the Minuits proThe

ohi-square value

weighte~

linear

least
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Figure 42:

Corrected number of micronuolei as a funotion of neutron
dose.

square fit (LSQ) was
be :

c=

The ooefficients were found to

0.13±0.04 and

«=C0.48±0.02)oGy~1,

where C stands for the

number of micronuolei in the oontrol group [87,88).
The experimental

data for the number

the corresponding
are given in Table

peroentage mitotic index
2.

To be

nreal" effect the

sure that

different doses
2,

the number of

is rather similar to the oon-

the slight

number of beans was

micronuolei and

for the

As can be seen from Table

micronuclei found for the 0.2 oGy dose
trol value.

of cells with

differenoe observed

plotted as a funotion

is a
of the

number of micronuolei observed per bean, where 1000 cells were scored
per bean
groups
groups,

(fig.43).

The shape of

is completely

different

the distribution for
from the

thus indicating that the·effect,

cally significant, is real •.

shape

of the

the oontrol
irradiated

though maybe not statisti·
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Table Z:
Dose
(cGy)

The experimental data of the high energy neutron
experiments.
Mitoti c
Index

No of MN/
100 cells

No

0.21:!:0.05
0.15:!:0.05
0.19±0.07
0. 41 ±0. 11
1. 0 ±0. 2
2.0 :!:0.2
7. 1 :!:0. 5
14.3 ±0.6
13.1 ±1.0
22.0 ±0.9

0.21±0.05
0.14±0.04
0.17±0.06
0. 38±0. 11
0.9 ±0.2
1.8 ±0.2
6.4 ±0.4
12.6 ±0.5
11.2 ±0. 8
18.2 ±0.6

of cells
with MN/
100 cells

(MI)

on

9.8:!:0.5
11.2:!:0.6
10.9±0.4
10.9:!:0.3
10.3:!:0.4
9.5±0.4
8.3:!:0.4
6.6±0.4
8.3±0.7
6. 1:!:0. 5

OZI
0.2ZI

o.szl

1. 0 I I
5. 0 I )

15.0' I
40.0'1
40.QZI
80.011

The indices 1) and 2> refer to two separate experiments.

l·Z

zszcf-neutron-results

The linear energy transfer of high energy neutrons is considerably
lower than that of neutrons oommonly used in radiotherapy, which have
energies below 14
energy neutron

Observing such a strong

irradiation,

effect produced
MeV.

MeV.

it

seemed of

response after high

interest to

by zszcf-neutrons which have

measure the

a mean energy

of 2.35

The number of micronuclei, the number of cells with micronuclei

and the

mitotic index were again

and S cGy.

determined for doses

of 0.2,0.5,1

The experimental data are given in Table 3.

The corrected number of micronuclei as function of dose has been fitted to

the linear

equation

E= c

+

«D

«=(1.2

cc=o.o9±0.04;

±0.1)cGy-t),Cfigure 44). The resulting %Z)f was found tobe 0.4.

j.J &oco-qamma-resylts
The data for

the

cessive experiments.
1978,

doses

cGy/h and

&oco~g~mma r~Y~

During the first

of 160,110,80 and

two doses,

were obtained

namely 160

from several suc-

experiment carried out in May

55 cGy at a
and 80 cGy

doserate of

about 500

at a dose rate

of 150
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50

Controls

experiments
1978-1980
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6

6

4

4

2

2
0

2

4

6

8

0
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6°Co-gamma

8

7 cGy

4

2

60

6

8

eo

gamma

10

10 cGy

6
4

4

2

2
0

2

4

6

0

4

2

No of micronuclei I bean

fiqure

~:

The number of beans as a funQtion of mioronuolei.

oGy/h were given.

An analysis of the data showed that it would again

be possible to investigate the effects of much lower doses.
est dose finally administered was 7 oGy.
dule of the gamma ray
the data

for the 150

ex~e~iments

is

and 500 cGY/.h

The low-

In table 4 the time sehe-

pres~nted.

It can be seen that

curves were obtained

from many

different experiments proving the reproducibility of this svstem.
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Table

The experimental data of the 252 Cf-neutron
experiment.

~:

Dose
<cGy)

Mitotic
Index
(MI>

No of MtV
100 cells

No of cells
w;th MN/
100 cells

0.0
0.2
0.5
1.0
5.0

9.7±0.4
8.8±0.5
9.4±0.5

0.09±0.05
0.37±0.15
0.62±0.15
1.14±0.18
5.7 ±0.4

0.09±0.05
0.31±0.09
0.57±0.12
1. 08±0. 17
5.2 ±0.3

9~7±0.6

8.9±0.5

252

8

Cf- neutrons

7
~6

.,
(,)

'(ij
()
:::>

4

c:

0

t;

.E

3

0

z

2

3

4

5

6

Dose (cGy l

Figure 44:

Corrected number of micronuclei as a funotion
of 2S2cf-neutron dose.

1.3.1 500 cGy/h and 150 cGy/h experiments

The percentage

mitotic index as a

both dose rates in figure (45).

function of dose is

Even at the highest dose the percen-

tage mitotic index did not drop below 80% which is in strong
to the drop observed after neutron
C47)

the corrected mean number

for the two

dose rates of 150

shown for

~f

radiation.

cont~ast

In figures (46)

and

micronuclei are plotted over dose

cGy/h and 500 cGy/h.

The data have

~57-

Table

The time table of the different gamma experiments.

~:

MAY J.ill:
500cGy/h: 55,80, 110,160cGy, (55+55)cGy and C80+80)cGy 1 hour
spl ;t dose.
150cGy/h: 80,160cGy
il..D.1979:
.150cGy/h: 55,110cGy
JUNE 1980:
500cGy/h: 10,20,190cGy and the (95+95) split dose exp.
150cGy/h: 20cGy
OCT. 1980:
150cGy/h: 7, 10,15cGy
DEC . .J..2.M:
500cGy/h: 40cGy and (20+20) split dose exp.
150cGy/h: 160, 190cGy
10cGy/h: 7,10, 15,20cGy

been fitted to the

following equation :

+ ßD 2 ,

E = C + «D

where E

stands for the effect observed, C for the control value at zero dose,
«

and B are

coefficients

X2/f-value is 2.9 for
curve.

The

and D is

the

dose administered.

the 150 cGy/h curve and 1.9

coefficients in the case

for the 500 cGy/h

of 150 cGy/h

C=0.12± 0.02; «=(3.2 ± 0.2) 1o-zcoy-t; ß=(2.5 ± 0.2)
the

500

cGy/h

irradiation

they

are

The

irradiation are
10-~cGy-2,

For

c=0.12±0.02;

The experimental values are presented in Table 5.
From figure

(48>

where the curves

of both dose rates

have been

plotted together, it can be seen that only in the high dose region is
a dose-rate effect observed (see also figure 50).
The definition of the shape of
being a main question,

the dose-effect curve at low doses

the experimental points have also been fitted

to the following equation : E = C + ßD2.
In this case the X2/f va.ue is 4.7 for the 500 cGy/h curve and 8.6
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The percentage mitotic index as a function·of o/-ray dose.
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20
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the 500cGy/h irradiation are:
the

160

180

200

The mean number of micronuolei as funotion of
for the dose rate of 150 cGy/h,

for the 150 cGy/h curve (fig.49).

for

140

150

cGy/h

they

from the obviously

a~ under~stimation

low doses if only the quadratic

th~

ter~

are:

dose

coeffioients for

c=0.15±0.02;Cß=5.7±0,2)10-~cGy-Z;

irradiation
Apart

xZ/f value there will be

The values of

~-ray

and

c=0.15±0.02;

considerably worse

of the effect produoed at

is used to fit the data.
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60co-gammo
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120
Dose

ffqure 47:

1~0

150

150

170

The mean number of micronuclei as function
a dose rate of 500 oGy/h.

Table _5:
Doserate
(oGy/h)

130

IBO

~-ray

dose for

The experimental data of the gamma experiments.

Dose
(cGy)

O'

MHotie
Index
(MI)

No of MN/
100 cells

No of cells
with MN/
100 cells

10.5:!:0.2

0.13:!:0.03

0.13:!:0.02

500

10
20
40
55
80
110
160
190

11 . 1:!:0. 4
11.1:!:0.2
10.8:!:0.5
9.6:!:0.3
9.2±0.4
8.9±0.4
10.2±0.5
8. 1±0. 3

0.29:!:0.09
0.47:!:0.10
2.26±0.23
2.4 :!:0.3.
4. 1 ±0.4
5.7 ±0.4
12.4 ±0.7
13.8 ±0.4

0.26:!:0.09
0. 45:!:0. 10
2.10±0.22
2.4 :!:0.3
4.0 :!:0.4
5.5 ±0.4
11.4 ±0.6
12.0 ±0.4

150

7
10
15
20
55
80
110
160
160
190

9.0±0.5
9.4±0.5
9.5±0.5
11. 7±0. 3
10.1±0.4
9.4±0.4
9.1±0.4
11. 5:!:0. 6
9.2±0.5
8.8:!:0.5

0.26±0.13
0. 34±0. 11
0.69±0.18
0.53±0.14
3. 1 ±0.5
4.6 ±0.4
7.5 ±0.4
11.5 :!:0.7
10.4
±0.6
..
"1'2.7 :!:0.6

0.23±0.09
0.32±0.10
0.66±0.16
0.48±0.11
3. 1 ±0.5
4.3 ±0.4
7.2 :!:0.4
10.5 :!:0.6
9.4 :!:0.5
11.3 ±0.5

1)

190

(cGy)

Meanvalue of all control values.
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100
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Dose (cGy)

160

IBO

200

220

The fitted curves of the two dose-rates of 500 cGy/h and
150 oGy/h plotted together fer comparison.

1.3.2 10 cGy/h experiment
In order to

ascertain the shape of

doses and low LET radiation,
cGy/h were given.
rate results

the dose effect curve

doses at

at low

an even lower dose rate of 10

For high doses it is known that reducing the dose

in a reduced

effect because

the cells will

have more

time between hits torepair the darnage Csee also above results).

In

figure (50) the experimental data for all 3 dose rates up to doses of
20 cGy are

given [90,91,92].

All these data points

fitted to a linear equation
coefficients:

E = C

+

«D,

which gave the following

C=0.13±0.02; «=C1.9±0.3>1o-2cGy-z.

found to be 0.3

A linear fit to the

have then been

The xZ/f value was

experimental data excluding

the control value has also been made. The resulting intercept for the
fit without controls
experimental value of
this suggests

was 0.11,
0.13±0.03.

a linear dose

which is in good

Assuming continuity of

effect relation

thus the absence of a threshold.

agreement with the

down to zero

the ourve,
dose and

In Table 6 the experimental data of
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Figure 49: The 500 cGy/h and 150 cGy/h experimental data.
Y-radiation fitted using only the quadratic term.
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Figure 50:

A linear fit to all 3 dose-rate data after Y-radiation.
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the low dose rate experiment are listed.

Data of the 10 c:Gy/h gamma-ray experiment.

~.§.:

Dose
Ce Gy)

Mitotic
Index

Ho of 1"1tV
100 cells

No of oells
with MN/
100 oells

0.26±0.10
0.28±0.10
0.43±0.18
0. 57±0. 13

0.25±0.09
0.26±0.09
0.38±0.10
0.52±0.12

CMI>

10.2±0.5
10.4±0.5
10.3±0.5
10.5±0.5

7

10
15
20

1.3.3 Combining data of different dose rates

Because the data seemed to indicate that there was no obvious dose
rate effect below 20
and added to the

cGy,

all the low dose data

500 c:Gy/h as well as to the

to emphasize the low

E

=C +

«D

+

The 500 c:Gy/h and

dose region.

ßD2 .

c:Gy/h data points,

150

curves were then refitted using both equations,
and

have been combined

the 150 c:Gy/h

namely :E

= c + ßD2

In the case of the linear+ quadratic dose

effeot curve the low dose data were better fitted while the high dose
data fit

changed very little.

quadratic term was

used.

coefficients and the
1.~

n:

plateau

~ 2 /f

~

The pion experiment
for this thesis.
effeots of

At

n:

fit became worse when

The following table CTable

7)

only the
gives the

values obtained for the refitted data.
~

was one of the first

experiments carried out

that time the subject of main

fractionation.

doses were given,

The

This

is the reason

interest was the

why only

two single

namely 80 and 16rr cGY in the plateau region.

The

other doses were divided into 2 x 80 oGy given between 1 and 24 hours
apart.

In the peak region also only two doses were given, namely 40

and 80 c:Gy;

the other doses were divided into two times 40 c:Gy given
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illli 1:

t .::

~

Coeff i c i ents obtained for the combined dose-rates at
low doses.

.:!:. aD .:!:. lU!!

c = 0.12±0.02

SOOcGy/h:

= C1.6±0.3>*1o-1
= (4.5±0.3)*10-"
= 1.0
c = 0.12±0.02
a = (1.9±0.3)*10-1
ß = (3.4±0.3>*10-"
)12/f = 2.4
a

ß
)12/f

150cGy/h:

cGy-t

coy- 1
cov-'
cGy- 2

I.::~.:!:.~

c = 0.16±0.02

SOOcGy/h:

= (5.7±0.2)*10-"
= 2.5
c = 0.17±0.02
ß = (4.8±0.2)*10-"
>:2/f = 4.4

ß
)12/f

150cGy/h:

between 1 and 24 hours apart.

cGy- 2

cGy- 2

In parallel with the irradiations for

the micronuclei analysis a 10 day growth experiment was made applying
Unfortunately, it was

the same doses and fractionation scheme [34].
not

possible to

selected,

add

a

few more

because this was the last

of the beam line

used.

In

dose

points to

the

two

experiment before the shut down

Even though we have not

those data or add a few more
senting.

single

been able to repeat

points the results are still worth pre-

the following table

(Table 8)

values are given together with the

the

experimental data

coeffioients found for a straight

line fit, which was in this case the only'possible fittobe made.
The ratio

of dose needed

dose needed in the
to be 1. 7.

in the plateau

peak region to

produc~

The same value has been

region as compared
the same

effect was found

found for the 10

Vicia faba [23) and for V79 cells in culture [89).

tp the

day growth of
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Table

~:

The experimental data of the negative pion
experiment.

IC- PLATEAU

Dose
(cGy)
0
80
160
E - C

+

Mitotic
Index
CMI>

No of MN/
100 cells

No of cells
with MN/
100 cells

11. 6±0. 5
8.8±0.5
7.9±0.4

0.18±0.05
9.6±0.5
15.8±0.7

0.17±0.04
8.7±0.5
14.0±0.6

No of MN/
100 cells

No of cells
with MN/
100 cells

9.1±0.5
15.3±0.6

8.3±0.4
13.5±0.5

«0

c = 0.13±0.05

= 0.15±0.01

0'.

n--PEAK

Dose
(cGy)

Mitotic
Index
(MI)

40
80

E

9.7±0.5
9.0±0.4

= C + «D
0.13±0.05
= 0.25±0.01

c =
0'.

2. Split dose experiments
Fractionating or
into two

equal parts

splitting a

dose means that

and the second

interval after the first

dose.

dose is

a dose

given a

is divided
certain time

In this way cells are

given time to

repair the still repairable damage produced by the first irradiation.
One would expect a reduced effect after such a treatment, as compared
to single dose exposure (31).
tionation experiments were
as a test.
neutrons and

It has just been mentioned that frac-

also carried out using the

The radiations used in this case were
6

0co-~-

radiation (34,35).

already after about 1 hour

m~st

of

10 day growth

pion,

The results

high energy

indicated that

the· repair has taken place.

This
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reason,

tagether

with the

faot that

beyond 1 hour produces cell kinetio
convinoed us that the

proionging the

time interval

problems due to the G2-blookage,

1 hour split dose was the

obvious time period

to use when discussing repair.

Z.l

SC-neutrons

In the oase of the high energy neutrons

a dose of 40 cGy has been

split into two half doses given 1 hour apart.

The results in oompar-

ison to the oorresponding single dose result obtained during the same
experiment is given in Table 9.

Table
Dose
(oGy)

~~

Experimental data of the neutron split dose
experiment.

Mitotio
Index
(MI)

40
8.3±0.4
(20+20)
8.0±0.4
<lh split)

No of MN/
100 cells

No of oells
with MN/
100 cells

13.1±0.6
15.6±0.6

1 1. 2±0. 5
13.3±0.5

From the data it is obvious that no recovery has taken plaoe.

A

split

dose experiment has

only been

carried out for

the high

doserate (500 oGy/h).Total doses of 190,160,110 and 40 oGy have been
split in half and were administered one

hour apart.

from figure (51)

at high dose has taken place

the expected recovery

As can be seen

while it is completely absent at the low dose [92].
The

coeffichnts

used

for

the

fit

were:

C=0.13±0.03;

In Table 10 the experimental
data are given.
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GOco-gamma (-500 cGy/h)

• Single dose
• 1 hour split dos.!
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Figure ]1: The experimental results of the split doses in comparison
to the single dose results Cboth at a dose-rate of 500 cGy/h).

Tab le l.Q:

Experimental data of the gamma-ray split dose
experiment.

Dose
(cGy)

Mitotic
Index
CMI)

Ho of MN/
100 cells

No of cells
with MN/
100 cells

40
(20+20)

10.8±0.5
10. 0±0. 4

2.26±0.23
1. 86±0. 23

2.10±0.22
1.77±0.22

110
(55+ 55)

8.9±0.4
9.8±0.4

5.7±0.4
4.6±0.4

5.5±0.4
4.4±0.4

160
(80+80)

10.2±0.5
9.8±0.4

12.4±0.7
6.7±0.5

11. 4±0. 6
6.3±0.4

190
<9S+95)

8. 1±0. 3
9.1±0. 4

13.8±0.4
9.3±0.5

12.0±0.4
8.5±0.5

l.J

u--plateau and u--peak

In the

plateau region

a total dose

of 160 cGy

and in

the peak

region a dose of 80 cGy has. been diyided into two equal halves given
1 hour
cases.

a~>art.

Only

a small amount of recoverv is

The experimental

figure (52).

observed in both

data of the pion irradiation

are shown in
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lt-Peak

lt- Plateau
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•

slngte dose
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.5 16

~
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·~
0
0
z

8
0

z

40

Fiqure

~~

80
120
Dose (cGy)

160
Dose

The results of the single dose and split dose pion
experiment a) plateau and b> peak.

The darnage produced by the pions in the peak region is about a factor
of 2 higher than that produced by the pions from the plateau region.
3. Oxygen effect
It is

a well

known fact

irradiations with

that the

high LET particles is

oxygen effect

observed after

smaller than the

one exhi-

bited using low LET radiation. However, there are also indications of
a reduotion of the oxygen effect at low

doses in the case of low LET

radiat;on [93).
To be sure

that the hypoxic condition by itself

micronuclei in

the bean root meristem,

1, 2, 3 and 4 hours under anoxic

the maximum

time period for the

does not produce

3 control groups

condHions,

were kept

whereas 3 hours has been

irradiated beans to stay

in anoxh

(fig.5J).
As can be

clearly seen,

no additional micronuclei

are produced and

the anoxic control group is identical to the oxic control group.
experiment under

hypoxic conditions

was carried

out giving

range of doses, 7 - 600 cGy of &Oco-1-rays (500 cGy/h).

The

a wide

The percen-

tage mitotic index as function of dose is shown in figure 54.
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Figure 53:

1.0

os

The number of micronuclei in the ano~ic control groups as
a function of time in anoxia.
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II

50

100

150

200

250

300 350
400
Dose (cGy)

450

500

Co-gamma
anoxi c

550

600

The percentage mitotic index of the anoxic experiment as
a function of dose.

The corrected data are plotted together with the experimental results
of the aerated
high doses

experiment in figure C55).

a strong oxygen effect

is observed.

region, however, no difference is visible.
even more clearly in

fig~re

It can be seen
In the

that at

lower dose

This fact is illustrated

C56), where all the low dose experimental

data of the three different dose rates of the aerated experiment were
combined with the results from the beans irradiated

;~

hypoxia.
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o Anoxie data
x Oxic data
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Figure 55:

240

320
400
Dose (cGy)

The oxic and anoxic data are both fitted to the
linear+quadratic equation.

o

Anoxie data

x

Oxic data

- - Fit to anoxic data
- - Fit to oxic data

0

z
0.1

5

15

10

20

Dose (cGy)

Figure 56: The anoxic low dose data (with error bars) are plotted
together with the oxic low dose data Cwithout error bars). Both data
sets were fitted independently to a linear equation.
Ho difference
doses up to
given.

is Observable and the
20 cGy.

In Table

OER value is therefore

11 the anoxic experimental

one for
data are

They have been fitted to a linear+quadratic equation with the

coefficients

of:C=

. o. 13

±.

0. 03;
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Table

jj:

Dose
Ce Gy)

The experimental data of the two anoxic experiments.
Ho of MN/
100 cells

Ho of cells
with MN/
100 cells

10.3±0.3
10.9±0.4

0.15±0.05
0.14±0.07

0.13±0.04
0.13±0.06

9.8±0.4
10.6±0.4
10.5±0.5
11.2±0.4
9.9±0.5
10.0±0.5
9.2±0.4
10.9±0.5
10.7±0.5
11.1±0.4
10.8±0.5
9.8±0.4
9.0±0.5
8.9±0.5

0.31±0.09
0.31±0.10
0.49±0.14
0.40±0.09
0.54±0.12
0.89±0.17
1. 05:!:0. 15
2.6±0.3
3.8±0.3
6.3±0.4
6.8±0.4
10.5±0.5
16.9±0.8
20.8:!:0.9

0.28±0.08
0.29±0.08
0.44±0.12
0.40±0.09
0.51±0.11
0.81±0.16
1.04±0.14
2.5±0.3
3.5±0.3
5.8±0.4
6.4±0.4
9.4±0.4
14.4±0.6
17.5±0.7

Mitot i c
Index
CMI>

72)
1QZ)

15 2 )
20 2 )
20 1 )
4QZ)

60 1 )
100 2 )
1502)
200 2 )
200 1 )
30QZ)

450 2 )
GQQZ)

The ind)ces 1) and 2) refer to two separate experiments.

4. RBE-values
The RBE (Relative Biological Effectiveness)
pare the

efficiency of

6 °Co-gamma

rays.

It is

(D(Y)/D(radiation))
the curve

of radiation

with that

defined as being the ratio of

to the gamma

straight line,

if the gamma ray curve

ray curve is

the RBE value will

of

the two doses

whioh are needed to produce the same effect.

which is compared

represented by a
However,

different types

value is used to com-

If

for example

vary with dose.

displays a linear initial slope the

RBE will assume a constant value at low doses.
In figure C57) the two RBE-curves found for the SC- and the
neutrons when
The maximum
dose

region

compared to

the 500 cGy/h

RBE-value of the
was

calculated

high energy
to

be :

y-ray data

are presented.

neutrons in the
31.0

:!:

6.4

252 Cf-

and

very low
for

the
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252 cf-neutrons to be: 76.8 ± 16.8.

Neufron dose

( c Gy )

fjgure .5]: The two RBE-curves calculated from the fitted curves of
the sc- and 25 2Cf-neutrons in comparison to the &oco-gamma curve (500
cGy/h). The dotted lines represent areas were no experimental values
were measured.
In the following table

CTable 12>

different radiation qualities

all the RBE values

found for the

in comparison to different

~-ray

data

sets are given.

Table jl:

The maximum RBE values for the different radiation
qualities.

Doserate
(cGy/h)

SCneutrons

25 2Cfneutrons

500
500'
150
150'
10,150,5002

26.5t3.1
31.0±6.4
15.0±1.2
24.6±4.4
25.4:!:4.4

66.5±9.2
76.8±16.8
37.6±4.1
61.7:!:11.7
63.7:!:12.0

1: Below 20 cGy all dose-rates are combined
2: RBE was calculated from the linear fit made to all doserates below. 20 cGy.

The RBE

values found

cells which corrosponds to

at an effect
a

ga~a-ray

Ievel of

190 micronuclei/100

dose of 190 cGy

was found to
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cells which corresponds to
be 4.7±0.4 for

a gamma-ray dose of 190 cGy

the SC-neutrons and 11.8±1.3

for the

was found to

252 Cf-neutrons.

The RBE-values found for the negative pion plateau regionwas 1.3 and
1.8 for the

160 and 80 cGy

stopped pions the RBE
cGy irradiation.
here correspond

dose

respectively.

In the

varied between 2.45 and 3.3 for

It should be mentioned
to the total

contamination has been made.

dose and

case of the
the 80 and 40

that the dose values given
no correction for

the gamma
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION
Chromosome damage leading to acentric

or dioentric aberrations is

generally oonsidered as being too severe an injury for a cell to survive.

Many

authors have

reported correlations

between DNA

strand breaks and reduction in survival rate [77,94,95),
ing this assumption.
lei because they

double

strengthen-

The same oorrelation should exist for micronuc-

are formed from

The

acentric fragments.

10 day-

growth curve can be considered as a type of survival curve because an
increase

in cell

killing will

growth of the root.

be

proportional to

in

Therefore, the percentage 10 day growth data for

high energy neutron doses of:25,37,56,60,74,90
ted against

a reduction

the number

of cells with

and 92 cGy were plot-

micronuclei observed

for the

corresponding doses (fig.58).
A very good correlation between these two effects is obvious.
agrees with the
direct

evidence for

slow-growth or
The authors
after

data reported by Grote et al.[96,97]
a relation

between

stop-growth of colonies

were able

X-ray irradiation

to observe single
and

concluded

who have found

micronuclei formation
in cell in
oells for

This

and

culture systems.
several mitoses

that micronuclei

formation

finally leads to the death of the cell.
A very good

linear .correlation was also

obtaine~

when the number

of cells with micronuclei was plotted against the number of micronuclei for two radiation qualities,

namely the high

ener~y

neutron- and
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figure 58:

The percentage 10 day-growth as a function of number of
cells with micronuclei.

the 500 cGy/h

~-rav-radiation

Cfig.59).

This proportionality indi-

cates that the average multiplicity of micronuclei is a constant.

22
40
SC

~

neutrOhs

20

36
18
32

~

~ 28

~ 24

12

·e~20

10

0
0

z

16

12

0

Eiqure
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28
NO of ce!ls wlth rnlcroooctel in 100 teilS

~:

32

36

o.

6

8

10

12

14

16

20

No of cflls with micronudE1 i1 100 «Us

The number of eells with micronuclei is plotted against
the number of micronuclei.

These correlations allow

an extension of the discussion

of the dose
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effect curves from mere chromosome aberration incidence to cell killing.
An important result of the analysis of the single dose experiments
has been the

clear evidence of a linear dose

effect relationship at

low doses for all radiation qualities used.

In the case of high LET

particles

also in

this linear

region while for

low LET radiation the

In the

dominant.

dependence continues

dose

quadratic dependence becomes

theory of dual radiation action

that ionizing radiation produces so

the high

it is postulated

called nsublesionsn in the cells

of higher organisms. These sublesions combine in pairs to produce the
lesions

which are

responsible for

the

various biological

effects

observed, eg. chromosome aberrations.

In the case of high LET radia-

tion these sublesions can be produced

by one single particle because

of its high

ionization density.

In the case of

low LET radiation,

whioh is also called sparsely ionizing radiation,

more than one par-

ticle is needed to produce the final lesion.
function of

the Velocity

of the parttele

However,

the LET is a

traversing a

medium (see

Bethe-Bloch formula in the dosimetry section) and the energy loss per
unit path-length increases with decreasing energy.
figure(60)

the distribution of dose in

single events

in a

In the following

z Cthe specific energy)

spherical tissue region

of

1~m

for

for

60 co-gamma,

14.7 MeV and 3.7 MeVneutrons is plotted.
The

6 °Co-gamma

distribution

extends far into the region

MeVneutronsand reaches even into
If regions below

1~m

can be still higher.

the 3.7 MeVneutron distribution.

are considered the
For example

the diameter of a

energy deposition of
keV/~m

which is now

ionization density produced

an electron with a kinetic energy

of 100 eV will lose all its energy. within
is about

of the 14.7

~

region of 20 10-t 0 m which

DNA molecule [981.

100 eV oorresponds to

This

very looalized

a LET value of

even oomparable to the LET of

about 50

a very low energy
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1.0 r - - - - - - - - . - - - - - , - - - - - - . - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - ,
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3. 7 MeV neutrons

I

N

N

0.01

I

0.1

Fiqure 60:

10
'Z. ( keV/ p.m)

1000

100

The distribution of dose in z.

neutron, and therefore belongs clearly to the group of high LET radiation ( >10

This very small

keV/~).

component in

the

gamm~

but certainly existing high LET

radiation is

the cause of the

dence between dose and effect at low doses.
independent

particles would

interact

effect is negligible and therefore

linear depen-

The probability that two

at low

doses

to produce

an

only the single particle interac-

tion is important in this dose region.
Clear evidence of

a linear dose-effect relationship

was, to my knowledge,

first reported by Sparrow and Underbrink [99],

who studied the mutation incidence
diation.

in Tradescantia after X-ray irra-

The more recently published

(100) also shows a linear dependence in
80

cGy for

x-rays.

human kidney

cells

data from Furcinitti and Todd
a dose region between 20 and

in culture,

after irradiation

A linear-quadratic relationship was

et al.(101)

for chromosome

aberrations in

irradiation to r- and x-rays.

By

value where

human lymphocytes

calculating

equally to the effect.
7)
~

~

is found to be

= 57.5

± 11.0 cGy.

the linear and
In

eq~al

the

cas~

to

also reported by Lloyd

the quadratic

after

where « and B

~=«/ß,

are the coefficients from the linear+quadratic equation,
the dose

at low doses

one obtains

term contribute

of the 500 cGy/h curve (see table

to 34.5 ± 7.3 cGY,

while for the 150 cGy/h

The dose region .where the linear part is domi-
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nant was, in the case of the mutation studies, below 18 cGy, while in
the ease of human kidney cells in
Cabove 80

cGy),

The «/B value

studies from Lloyd et al.
and 40 cGy

eulture this value was much higher

was

of the human

chromosome aberration

31 for dicentrics,

59 for aoentrics

for the total amount of aberrations.

These values agree

well with the ones found here for mtoronuolei induction,
the comparability

of the

results found

for Vicia

which shows

faba with

human

data.
The existenee of a high LET
be an explanation for the

component in the gamma experiment can

n0 n-existence of dose-rate,

fractionation

and oxygen-effect. The Iack of recovery between doses and for reduced
dose-rates in the linear part is similar to the effeot observed after
neutron and negative
growth of Vicia iaba,
the

peak region

region.
and

Using as a test

pion irradiation.
less recovery

when

the 10 day

was found for negative pions in

compared with

the

recovery

in the

plateau

This results in an inoreased gain factor between the plateau

peak

region

[34, 102,103].

and

is

The same

of

great

importance

for

result has been obtained

radiotherapy

using mieronuclei

induction (figs 47a+b).
In the oase of the fractionation experiment using high energy neutrons,

no reoovery

results found from
same beam [35),

at all was found.

Again,

this

a 10 day growth experiment carried

where doses between 20

was aotually

low doses while at
found.

out using the

and 90 oGy were divided into

two and 3 equal fractions each given 24 hours apart.
observed at

agrees with the

No recovery was

high doses an enhancement

A similar result has

been obtained

et.al.[104J studying mammary tumor induetion in rats.

in

eff~ct

by Vogel

These results

can be partly explained with the Elkind theory of recovery which says
that the amount of

recovery of which a system is

the size of its survival shoulder.

rrom

Q

eapable depends on

linear dose effect curve
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which is equivalent
no

to an exponential survival ourve

recovery between

doses,

or

at a

lower dose

Csee Table 1.)

rate,

should

be

expected.
Another similarity between 7-ravs at low doses and high LET radiation is

that no

20cGy(eg.

oxygen effect

OER=1).

is observed

up to

a dose

Recently Underbrink and Wolch [93] reported that

in the case of mutations in Tradescantia stamen hairs, the
unitv at low

to approach
effect has

of about

doses.

In the

not vet been studied.

reduction in oxygen

case of cell

OER

killing this

An explanation for so

effect might be that the damage

seemed

drastic a

produced by the

high LET component of the gamma radiationwill be mostly unrepairable
DNA double strand breaks.
not be altered by
region.

the presence or absence of oxygen

Above 20 cGy the quadratic

important,
curve.

Therefore, the micronuclei produotion will

and from
For

~=385.0±59.0

the
cGy.

in the low dose

component becomes more and more

then on the anoxic curve departs
anoxic
It

curve the

«/ß-value

was

is obvious that in the absence

from the oxic
found

to

be:

of oxygen the

linear component is dominant much longer.
Linearitv at low doses should actually reduce the problems of risk
estimates for different
the RBE

radiation qualities because it

value reaches a

constant value Cequal

implies that

to the ratio

of the

slopes of the two lines) in the dose region of interest for radiation
protection.
of other

In figure (61> a comparison is made between the results

experiments with

the RBE

values found

here for

the high

energy neutrons and zszcf-neutrons, which were in the low dose region
approaching values of 31.0±6.4 and 76.8±16.8 respeotively.
There is a very good
sured for mutation,
killing.

r~l~tionship

transformation,

between data of RBE values mea·
eve lens opacification and cell

An experiment carried out here

energy neutron beam (SC)

at CERN using the same high

to study the eve lens opacification in mice
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The RBE curves found for micronuclei induction as
compared to the RBE curves found for different effects.
1) Opacification of the murine lens [1051, 430 keV
neutrons. 2> Qpacification of the murine lens [105], 1.8
MeV neutrons. 3) Mutations of Tradescantia stamen hairs
[99), 430 keV neutrons. 4) Mammary neoplasm in the
Sprague-Dawley rat [106], Fission neutrons. 5>
Chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes [107),
Fission neutrons. 6> Growth reduction of Vicia faba root
[108), 6.0 MeV neutrons. 7> Skin damage (human, rat,
mouse. pig) [109], 6.0 MeV neutrons.

Lens opocificotion in mice :
..
5MeV neutrons

·-·-·-·-·-

o600MeV neutrons
Micronuclei induction
in Vicia fabo

0::

ho1

0.05 0.1

0.5

1.0
Neutron dose

fiqure
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10

50

100

( cGy l

A comparison of the RBE curves found for micronuclei
induction with the RB( values found for lens
opacification in mice.

resulted in about the same

RBE-values [110).

These data,

together

with data obtained using low energy neutrons (2.35 MeV) are presented
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in figure (62).

The RBE values found

close agreement with

for the high dose data are in

the values obtained from the

for survival curves derived from the

10 day-growth (23,22).

values found for the negative pions in the
ied between 1.3 and
gion,

1.8,

which varied

10 day-growth and

.

~~

plateau-reg~on,

and the''~~t values found

between 2.45

and

3.3,

The RBE

which var-

fo~'the peak-re-

simi1ar to

a~e

those

reported in Iiterature [23,111,112,113,114,~~5,1161.
The fact that differ·ent testsstill give about the sameRBE values
is very important

Furthermore,

these values are,

at low doses,

independent of any dose modifying factors such as oxygen,

dose rate,

or fractionation.
There are three more points worth stressing.
the dose response

of a system depends very much

and radiation quality used.

time of

on dose,

dose-rate

Radiation very often induces a delay in

the cell progression and a lengthening
changing the

One is the fact that

of the cell cycle time,

appearance of the

using only one fixation point this

effect being

thus

studied.

By

time alteration is not taken into

account and one can very easily obtain

a wrong result.

As has been

shown in this work a very strong delay was found with neutrons, while
in the case of gamma radiation the
of the control value.

mitotic index dropped only to

A similar

at high doses of neutronswas

80~

bend over of the dose-effect curve

observed by Vulpis et.al.

[117] using

the samehigh energy neutron beam and by Molls et. al.(118], suggesting the same qualitative response to this radiation.
The second point
dose effects using

to be mentioned is the danger
high dose data alone.

induction were refitted with the

linear

only data points above 2D cGy which
ratic region.
linear part in

The
+

of predicting !ow

data for micronuclei

quadratic equation,

using

were already well into the quad-

An overestimation by a factor of 1.7 was found for the
the case of ·the 500

cGy/h curve and a

factor of 1.8
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for the 150 cGy/h curve.

252 Cf neutrons

1

(-8 cGy/h)

SC- neu Irons
(-20 cGy/h)

soco-gamma

2

figure 63:

finally,

4

8

6
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12
Dose (cGy)

14

A

500 cGy /h

"'

150 cGy/ h

o

10 cGy /h

16

18

20

Comparison of effects produced by neutrons and gamma rays
in the low dose region.
even though

tively small it

the effect produced by gamma

should not be forgotten that the

rays is rela-

darnage produced in

the low dose region increases lineariv with dose and does not seem to
be repairable;

this implies no threshold response.

duced by neutrons,

however,

taken very seriously.

is much

In figure C63)

The effect pro-

more significant and should be
a comparison of the low dose

data for both neutron energies and 1-rays are given.

This large dif-

ference in effect persists even to higher doses as is shown in figure
(64).

One notes

that the low energy

neutrons are by far

damaging radiation of all radiation qualities studied here.

the most
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SUMMARY

The results of this work have shown
lei induction

in Vioia

described by a linear

+

faba the

that in the case of

dose-effect curve

mi~ronuc

is much

better

quadratic than by a purely quadratic equation

for low LET radiation.
For the high LET radiation used here (SC-neutrons. zszcf-neutrons,
pions) a linear dose-effect relationship was found.
The

necessity of

normalizing the

experimental

data to

mitotic

index fluctuations has been shown to be very important for establishing dose effect curves.
The linearity
results in

observed at low

constant RBE values

doses for all
in the

radiation qualities

dose region of

interest for

radiation protection.
The linear part of the dose-effect curve for low-LET radiation has
been shown to

be independent of three major

dose modifying factors:

oxygen. dose rate and dose fractionation.
In the case of high-LET radiation no or very little repair between
doses was found.
These results
which is

based on

confirm the

predictions of

microdosimetric ,findings

radiation also contain a high-LET component.

dual radiation
that so

theory

called low-LET
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